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^ il C T K A C I 
uens l ty . Viscosi ty, T^^ • and conductance, A laeasurKaents 
of taolten Ca(J«)3)2.3.991i^-KCr©, NlCl2-Ca(r403)2.3.91H^, and 
CoGl^* Ca(f*)«)2»3»9XHjp Byoteas have beon risad© ao functions 
of tempexatur© and composition. F lu id i ty , 0 and conductance 
data were f i t t e d to tho eQuationo 
Y 10 ,A) « AyT"-^/2 Qjtpj^.ity /(T*T^j)] and 
Y {0tA\ « ^ 6xp [-ky / ^V^V M based on the froo volume 
model Ay, ICy, T^, A^, ky, and \f^ are ensplrlciil parameters. 
Compoeltion dopondcnceo of these paraaeterG have been discussed 
and the thermodynamic nature of T^ and V^  hae been eoiphasized. 
In the case of molten Ga{t^Ji2*^*'^'^^:P " ^^^ system the 
molal volume, Vj^ , and I n t r i n l c volume, V^, were found to be 
addi t ive in nature, Uhile in taolten CoUl2-ca(N03)2.3.9IH2O 
system by accounting for the l i n e a r composition dependences 
of the pre-exponential ny textr«s and of the g lass t r a n s i t i o n 
-1 /2 
temperature, T an equation of the foira V « l.\Qy-Qj|^^)T ^^ 
expr-ky/UglN^*-;**) I has \i%&t% suggested to explain the va r ia t ion 
of t ranspor t p roper t ies with composition.-Q.y i s the slope of 
the p lo t of Ay vs. composition, N being in mole?^ /ij^ y i s the 
value of Ay for the pure solvent . Q2 ^^ ^^® slope of T^^ vs. N 
p lo t s and Ng i s a constant known as the g la s s t r a n s i t i o n 
composition. Temperature dependence of the product of 
equivalent conductance and viecoslty has been explained in 
terms of equations of the formA^ » A^  exp[ Qj^/lT-T^n , 
A^ o A^exp [ S V ^ V - V Q ) ! • »nd / ? \ » constant, where ^j^, B^, 
i\», and 32^^^P '^^ ^^*^^ constants, n denotes the ra t io of 
energies of activation for viscosity and conductance, E^/Ey^^ , 
and i s always found to be more than unity* This difference 
between £«« and u^ ^ which i s equal to E^ Y^^ has been found to be 
on the average of the order of '^3 kcal/tnole which i s in the 
range of Vander Haals interaction energy* Spectral tneauure-
ments of molten HiCl2''Caim^2*^'^^^ system suggest the 
presence of octahedral nickelate(Xl), the cotaputed ligdnd«> 
field parameters of which are obtained as ^» -275, Dq"*907, 
3 « BIO, and C/B » 3*^89 crot^ Siuiilarly, such measurements of 
molten CoCl2-Ca(f^2}.. 3.9XH2O systeni have revealed the presence 
of octahedral Co(ll} species* moreover, environmental 
relaxation model has successfully been applied to explain the 
temperature dependence of viscosity, conductance as well as 
of '.valden product of pure melts, binary molten sa l t mixture 
in which there i s no complex formation, and also of mixtures 
where there i s octahedral or tetrahedral complex formation* 
The values of glass transit ion temperatures obtained from free 
volume and environmental relaxation models are in good agreement* 
^ 
The values of apparent activation energies, B^ and S^ derived 
from these iDodels «)re also found to be comparable within 
10*15fi. The environraental relaxation model appears to suggest 
that the relaxing species in viscosity and conductance 
processes are same eihile the difference in their activation 
energies stem from the fact that the ranges of structural 
interaction for viscous and conductance flows are different. 
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A a S T R A C I 
Density, v iscos i ty , y[ , and conductance, A measurements 
of molten CaU«)3)2. 3.99H20-KCNS, NlClg-CatNPji 2*^'^1H2° ^^ 
CoCl^^C^iCt^Jj'S*^^^^ systems have been made as functions of 
temperature and composition, Fluidity, Qf and conductance data 
were f i t t ed to the equations Y(«^,A)o AyT'^ '^ ^^ exp [-ky/lT-T^)! 
and Ytfif.A) «» A^  exp [-ky/iV-V^)] based on the froe volume 
model, /^t kyt T-» Ay, ky, «ind V^  are empirical parameters. 
Composition dopondences of these parameters have been discussed 
and the thermodynamic nature of T^ and V^  has been onphasized. 
In the case of molten CaCr^Jg. 3.99HJ0-KCKS system the molal 
volume, V , and intr ins ic volume, V^, were found to be additive 
in nature. V.tiile in molten CoCl2-Ca(M02)2.3.91HJD system by 
accounting for the l inear composition dependences of the pre-
exponential /iy terms and of the g lass transit ion temperature, 
T^ an equation of the foira Y « (Apy- Qj^yN)!*^^ txp[ «ky / 
^2 (^o**^)]^^s ®^^ >^  suggested to explain the variation of 
transport properties with composition. Qj^ y i s the negative 
slope of the plot of Ay vt. composition, N being in roole^ 
based on components, /yty ^^ ^^ ® value of Ay for the pure 
solvent. Qg Is the slope of T^ vs. N plots and N- i s a 
constant known as the glass transition composition. Temperature 
and 
dependence of the product of equivalent conductance/viscosity 
has been explained In teztss of equations of the foxm 
A*l» A^exp CBJ^IT-TQ)], A V Agexp I^Sg/lV-V^)] , and y\f*r|^  BHSonstant, 
where A., B., /u and B^ axe ^npirlcal constantB. n denotes 
the ratio of energies of activation for v iscos i ty and 
conductance, E* /ii^ » and Is always found to be inore than 
unity. This difference between E« and kj^ which i s equal to 
E^- has been found to be on the average of the order of 
r^3 kcal/nole which i s in the rango of van der '?aals interaction 
energy. Spectral roeasuroments of R«>lten HiCl^ - CaCKOg)^ . 
3.91H20 system suggest the presence of octahedral nickelato(IX), 
the conputed llgand*field parameters of vjhlch are obtained as 
?\« - 275, Dq w- 907, B »01O, and C/3 « 3.d89 crar^ Similarly, 
such raeasurecjents of inolten CoCl2*^s^^^3)2•3•^^'^y^ system 
have revealed the presence of octahedral Co(Il) species* 
Moreover, environmental relaxation model has succes'-fully been 
applied to explain the temperatua:e de^^ndence *ii v i scos i ty , 
conductance as well as of V.alden product of pure melts, binary 
molten sa l t mixture in which there i s no complex fortnation, 
and also of mixtures where there i s octahedral or tetrahedral 
complex formation. The values of glass transition temperatures 
obtained from free volume and envijrontnental relaxation models 
are in good agreement. The values of apparent activation 
energies, c^ ^ and £« derived from these models are also found 
to be comparable within 10*X5^. The envlconmefitdl relaxation 
model appears to suggest that the relaxing species In 
viscosity and conductance processes are same while the 
difference In their activation energies stem from the fact 
that the ranges of structural Interaction for viscous and 
conductance flows are different* 
t »••» 
.'.ost of the pure l iqu ids ciryQt<iXli^e when su f f i c i en t ly 
unuorcooled* however, there at® Gooio tha t uay not crystull i^je 
a t tiny t<2ntJ0rature whateoever and «iro usual ly tomod ao r.unur-
cooled liquido* Those become 9laooeQ near ootne chviracterlotic 
tcDiJ4;ruturo kno¥.*n us the glaoo t r ans i t i on taaperuturo , Tg, 
v.hich i s usually ivoll l>@low the fnolting temperature. r%n 
explanation uaoed on the kint^tic considerations' tvas developed 
oy lumbul l und uohon'* for the f a i l u r e of oora© pure l iqu ids 
to c r y s t a l l i n e . The important paramcterc dxQ: ( i )o(» the r a t i o 
of the (Qolar l iquid*col id ourfaco tension to the heat of fueion 
AHf, 12) p, th© r a t i o of the entropy of fusion to u, 13) A»i» 
the k ine t ic odr r l e r to nucleat lon, and 14) A u , the k ine t i c 
i>a£xier to the ^ro%;th of the f i n i t e ca;ryst«l. In the «.bsence of 
toreign nucleating a ren ts sens ib le c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n vviH not occur 
i f o(p 
aOHTflj. 
i  KP y ^'^ «*nd AG* 7^  0, or i f A a ' or Aa" ^ 30 ^ AHf/p) » 
The t r ans i t i on of sup«rcooled l iqu ids into glass i& 
character ized by a more o r l ess iJden Decrease in the in tens ive 
thermodynanlc proper t ies l i k e h«fat capaci ty , expani^ion 
coefficient* and cowprsiSsibility froni l i q u i d - l i k e values to 
values c l i a rac te r i s t i c of the c r y s t a l l i n e phi&se of the su^sstance. 
In the t«nper<iture region v./here the3>e changes occurt the v i scos i ty 
1 
increases rapidlyt but not dlscontlnuoualy, to values In the 
v i c in i t y of iO^^ po i se , a t which point the nsaterlal i s to a l l 
ordinary t e s t s « solid* 
I t E^ tjQt be effiph«»3isi,»d thut changes in thersaodynanic 
p roper t i e s do not occur merely bocuuoo the vi&cooity bi>co&ieQ 
high. Mather the changes ciuGt occur in order to avor t the 
occurrence of a thersBodynanic cata&trophe as pointed out by 
V^Q.uZLi&niT', viz* • the production of an asioa^phoue phase of loi&er 
entropy than the cryi>tdlline phase of the eano eubstance <A% 
th3 aacio temperature. The fact t h a t tho occurrence of the 
changes i s coupled c lose ly with the devolopncnt of a high 
v i scos i ty permits one to learn oocnething important about the 
bas is of viscous flow and of t ranspor t processes in general . 
The temperature dependence of re laxat ion procensos in 
supercooled l iqu ids shows departure, :'roi.) simple .^rrhenius 
behaviour with a tenzperaturs dependent ac t iva t ion energy and 
the deviation becomes qu i te marked as the glass t r a n s i t i o n 
temperature i s approached, i'he i n t e rp r e t a t i on of the non* 
'ixrhenius tafflpex«>ture dependence of t ranspor t p roper t i e s of 
supercooled l iqu ids VMS therefore found to be necessary. 
The f lu id i ty of l iqu ids has been founu to decrease 
warkedl/ with increasing pressure which led Ja t sch insk i^ t o 
sujgest a llnwur increase in flu^* jy with the avertije free 
volume per molecule, V{, defined as 
V£ « V - VQ 
vjhere v Is tho average voluffio per Eiolecule in the liquid 
and VQ IQ the van der ivauls volume of tho tnolecule. ihe 
impoctant role of ixi)ii voluno in tsolccular transport vias 
©l80 stressed in the *hole' theorios of i'renkel and of 
b G 
kyring and his asac^iates. woreov&r» i'ou «^ nd rlory 
attr ibuted the glaos t ransi t ion to the fal l ing of the free 
volume belovj oorae c r i t i c a l valuo. 
Doolittl© found that the f luidi ty of r.any oirople 
hydrocarbon liquids could bo reprosentod oat isfactori ly by 
a relation having a foras quite different frc^n «iatschin3ki*e, 
an follov/s: 
^ « .4 mp [- bv^/v|^] U) 
where b i s a constant of the order of unity* Xt i s evident 
that Dool i t t le ' s equation predicts an abrupt decrease in 
fluidity in a narrCHv temperature range when V£ becoetes very 
small. ..illiams, Uandel, <*r\d irerry have in fact shown that 
the relaxation ti«i«s for a lar jc number of glass-forming 
substances are described by the i^oolittle equation in the 
glass transit ion range. They took the free volume to be 
f^ * Vg[ 0,025 • <<U-Tg)J 
4 
where v Is th« volume *»t the glAs--transition teaporatuxe, 
Tg and o( Is the difference between the thermal expansion 
coefficients of the liquid and the glass. iSueche developed 
an explanation for the ^ lass transition oaetid on the concept* 
10 
also used earlier by jarrer « that molecular transport in 
liquids, though requiring little activation relative to kX, 
occurs mainly throu9h tho cooperation of several degrees of 
freedom, 
Johen and Tumbull presented an in tea^re ta t ion of 
diffusion and tho g lass t r a n s i t i o n in oolccular ly s i ap le 
l iqu ids isased on the idea t ha t H:«lecular t ranspor t occurs by 
the rnoveiaent of molecules in to voids, ivlth a s i ze grea ter 
than some c r i t i c a l vwlue, foxised ~>y r ed i s t r i bu t i on of the 
free volume. This i s juneral ly known as the Vreo v/oluae 
;*':odel' theory in which molecules 4XQ considered t^ be hard 
spheres. In such a system molecules a re presutued to move 
vo'ith the gas k ine t i c ve loc i ty , u , and most of the tiiae a r e 
confined to a cagje bounded by t h e i r ifitmediate neighbours, 
ihe resu l tan t expression obtained for the diffusion coeff ic ient 
i s of the foxw 
u a 3 a»u exp [ - r v * / v | J 
« y«*UicT/ra)'^ exp [ - r v V < v^U-T^)J 12) 
where g i s a geometric fac tor , d» approximately equ«ils the 
moleculuir ditimeter, Y i^ <^  numericdil fac tor intxt>duced to 
cor rec t for overlap of free volumet v ' i s the c r i t i c a l void 
volume juo t la rge enough to permit another molecule to jurap 
in a f t e r the displacentent, v^ i@ the average free volume, 
o<dnd Vjjj a re the mecn values of coef f ic ien t of theitaal expansion 
and c^lecular wsluae over the temperature range of i n t e r a c t , 
respect ively , and To i© the teaperatur© a t ivhich the free 
voluBse disappears* 
Using Wernct-Jiinotein and Stokoo-£inotoin rolatione*''^ 
in the abov« expreooion, ^^gell a r r ived a t oKpreosions of 
the form 
nA ,i^)= A^_j^ T - ^ 2 exp [ - k ^ ^ ^ /(T-T„)] 13) 
..here Y i s equivalent conuuctunce,-A , or f l u i d i t y , i^i *^ 
-nd k axe constants c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of the tranct^ort pxacosG 
and the chemic«l system, TQ, on the j t h t r hand, i s a constant 
of the chemical system alone provided the external pre3:,ure i s 
held constant , IQ has &e«n ca l led the "zearo mobili ty" or 
"ideal glass tri^nsltion" ten>H«rature a t the specified 
composition and in te rpre ted as the t ^ ^ e r a t u r e below which 
no further cht^n^es in in te rna l energy by means of rearrangements 
of p a r t i c l e s in to configurations of lower po ten t i a l energy 
6 
aro poss ib le . In moot caooe i7hero the gl«iG& tcan&ition 
can be observed ao an experimental phenomenon the t r a n s i t i o n 
tOQperature, Tg i s found to li© s l i g h t l y aoove T©. 
The "quusiotat ic^ glaoo-tcnporature, Tg has also been 
Considered to be the tt^per«iture below which aolecular re* 
laxat ion times a re too long to per^iiit ootabliohmcnt of 
oquilibriuQ in the (Juration of the sloiieot oxporioonts. n 
l a r se Incroaoe in re laxat ion times a t tendant upon cooliny a 
oyete^ to the neighbourhood of gla&Qotenperature v;ae found 
to bo aooociatod with a decrease to very co»all valueo in the 
nuober of configurutione av<3ilat>le to the system in t h i s 
region. This dearth of confi.jurationo laanifout in the 
ODallnoos of the oqui l ibr iun entropy neor the g lasc-
temperature. 
aiai)s and ^LMXZIO through t h e i r s t a t i s t i co -aochan ica l 
q u a a i l a t t i c e theory suggested such a decrease in wntropy to 
SiTidll values mnd re olved the auzmann paradrox of negative 
conf l jura t lonal entropies a t lower temperatures through 
demonstration of a secund-ord«r t r a n s i t i o n a t the teiaperature, 
tg where the c ja f l9ura t iona l entropy vanishes* Uelov; Tg the 
confi: jurational entropy re»t«ins, of course, zero* ra thur than 
30in9 to meaningless negative values. 
Ihe temperature-dependent re laxat ion times in dynaoiic-
7 
mechanical o r d io lec ix ic experiments in l i qu ids «ire 
detexTjlnedi i>y thw p robub i l i t i e s of cooperative rcarranjeii.cnts. 
t i l 
To evaluate thcr.e t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s , -idanj and siibbs 
defined a cooperdtivoly rearr<inging region UG a subsyoten of 
the siuaple i»hich, upon a cuff ic iont f luc tua t ion in unergy, 
can rearrange in to unother configiuration inclepencontly of i t e 
onvironmunt. n t I „ the cooparutivoly rearranging region n u s t , 
of courGQ, coinprise th© v;holo Qaruplo sine©, a t t h i s temp©-
rature* thero i s only on© ava i l ab le configuration for oven 
tho whole systen. Concldering tho p robab i l i ty of a coopa-
ratlv© rcarrangooont in a fixed oubsystcp ao a function of 
i t s s l ao , '\^ati and uibbs obtained an ©Kpression for the 
average t r a n s i t i o n p robab i l i t y , CJIT) of the form 
where ." i s a frequency fac tor , AV^is the f ree energy baririer 
p«r mole of p a r t i c l e s hindering the cooperative rearrangeiaent» 
Sg i s the c r i t i c d l conf i jura t iona l entxopy which a region of 
the l iquid must possess in oroer to undergo cooperative 
xaaxranjetatunt, ic i s the aoltsunan constant and 3c i s the 
configiuxational entropy of the macroscopic supex&yst^n. 
The development of the «ibnve equation by approximating 
Uc • Acjpln I /TQ 
v^liese A*^ i s the change in the heut c«ipacity a t the g lass 
t rans i t ion* leads to an e g r e s s i o n yhich, near TQ* i s 
equivalent to the ^lell^kno^m y^ogcl-Tar^iann-jrulcher iiTfir)*" 
foxm ios the tcciperature dependence of re laxa t ion procooDes 
in 9 lass- fora lng l iqu ids i 
WIT) « Ti Qxp \^'-k/{J-l^)'] {\i) 
whor© k a M A fAS /^H A c _ 
Thorofore, I t api^ears thut the conflgurat ional ontropy 
theory of *iduD and Glbbs a l so loads to an OKproooion almost 
Glni lar to t h a t obtained frop tho froo volumo thoory of wohyn 
and Turnbull for explaining the tuKpoxaturo dependence of 
t r anspor t bohdivlourB of glasu-farising m&lts* 
The t ranspor t iJohavlours of glass-fonrdng uiijttures of 
potassium thiocyunato, anhydrous nickel chloride* and of 
cobal t ch lor ide in molten calcium n i t r a t e t^trahydxate a r e 
studied here a@ functions of tcoDperature dnti composition. 
The data have b^en analyzed and discus&ed in te^nss of the 
free volume aiodul and axe displayed in the f i r s t th ree 
chapters . 
However, the above theor ies have been found to be l e s s 
adequate in meeting the overa l l r e s u l t s of most of the g lass* 
forming raelts. Therefore, a more extensive study of t he 
9 
applicabil i ty of the envlronoiental relaxation model, f i r s t 
17 
sugi^ested by Sinuaons and ^acedoj to explain the temperature 
dependence of transport pxx>pertie8 of pure melts ae well as 
those of several glass*forming inolten mixturas has been 
undertaken and is presented in the last chapter. 
10 
ImBWsmimSmXmki Pxep^xuUon of sEuples® and th© 
mod6ux@fi@nts w@r@ tmdQ in a th@2»o8tated glycerol bath in 
Qs4@x to maintain a unlfoca temp^catuxe. Th@ £>ath conslots 
of an toaession h«.'at@c i250U), stisrexr* and ehcck and 
contact theriasmoters [TGL 4d50 WAV o 0,03A Un » 2&0ViGDH) ] , 
*v ir@lay rjuso-typQ »4T ii>»0, 220V s iSiii (aexaany) 1 was used 
to contxol the variations in teoper^ture* The overall 
tcaaperatyro s tabi l i ty was irlthin i 0. i®, 
u,{ r^n8ity Uoao,u,3s;@3i,en,t * i/tjnsity laeaGureacnts u-earo Gsad© using 
a dilatocnoter of app2?oxitaat©ly &.0-ml capacity with graduatod 
atom of O.Olial divisions. Tho marks on th© st®n of the 
diliitomotsr i(?Qr© calibrated by oaking uso of tho knoim 
densi t ies of quinoline (ai®d@l) a t teot toisperatures. 
(^uinoline was puriflad before us© by drying and then d i s t i l l i ng 
over anhydxous calcium chlorid* (pure quinoline has b*p.2ld^C)« 
Ih« volume changes in quinoline during calibration were 
r&corded as a function of temperature* the values of calcu-
lated volume of quinoline were plotted ag«iinst the division 
on the stem of the dilatometer* Th@ straight l ine obtained 
^Preparation of samples i s given in respective chapters. 
11 
with the help of least-squares fit gave the total volume 
of the dllatometer ^ 6 well ae the exact volume between the 
tvvo successive divisions of the graciuc'ted Qt<m, A knotvn ataount 
of the molten 6«ilt sample m^Q then transferred to the call» 
brated dllatometer ts?lth a vacuum pump and the densities were 
dotemlned by recording the volume cliangso as a function of 
temperature. 
la 
y^ lscoslty M«easur.cmeft^  « Cannon-Ubbelohde**^ viscometer of 
vlscoineter constant b,26 cSt/sec was used for viscosity 
mcaoureaents, Purified qulnollne ivas used as the reference 
liquid fojr the doterolnatlon of viscosities of laelts. The 
viscometer consists of three parallel tubes, I.e., receiving, 
r.ensuring, and auxiliary tubes for forming the suspended 
level axrangenjcnt in triangular fashion. The receiving tubes 
fomsa a 'U' with the ueasurlng tube through a bulb D. 3ulb A 
and another fiducial bulb a slightly below the fomier were 
sealed to the measuring tube. Two fiducial mai^ r,, a and b on 
the bulbs a and B, respectively, were used for recording the 
efflux time. The auxiliary tube was sealed to the receiving 
tube through a bulb c. In between the bulbs d «ind U there 
lies the capillary of «ipproprldte length and dl«iiaeter. It was 
designed In such a way that i (i) the centres of gravity of 
the three bulbs H,H and C v^ exe aligned vertically to reduce the 
12 
effect of accelera t ion due to gravi ty and U D the r e s u l t i n g 
efflux time for tjater f^s s e t ai>ove JO oecs depending upon 
the dimensions of viscometer 60 t h a t the cK£>eriinontal e r ro r s 
i;ere ainioized* i^pecial feature of a suspended level 
viscometer \?jas t ha t t he cap i l l a ry effects of the t^ rjo l i qu id 
surfaces were neut ra l ized by each other GO thu t the surface 
tension c o r r ^ t i o n for the apparatus taas neg l ig ib le and tho 
t ranspor t of ooiaentum irias ca r r i ed out f reely unties the weight 
of the t o t a l volume of the t e s t liquid* 
In order to poosure viscoGit les the viccoaeter uas 
clamped in a ve r t i c a l pos i t ion and f i l l e d with a required 
ajnount of the l iqu id . The volume of the t e s t l iqu id should be 
suf f ic ien t enough so t h a t no a i r bubble was introduced in the 
cap i l l a ry tube t^hile the f iduc ia l bulb tS tvas f i l l e d , 'mhyjxous 
calcium chlor ide tubes were at tachad to the open ends of the 
viscometer to avoid absorption of n^ i s t u r e . The visccmeter 
containing the sample was allowed to stand in the thermostated 
bath for 30-45 minutes before recording the data so t h a t the 
thermal f luctuat ion in thu viscometer was minlml^eo. The 
sample was then sucked in to the bulb n with a vacuum puisp and 
allowed to stand thexe for about 4i* minutes by c los ing the 
calcium chlor ide tubes with rubber corks* ihe rubber stoppers 
were then removed from the tubes and the time of f a l l of the 
13 
oolt from tho upper fiducial mark *ti* to the lot^ Q^X laaxk *b' 
vja® noted three or four times an<i the raean of theoo measure-
mcnto recorded <^t a 8@t te^poraturo* 
Similarly* the tiraoe of fa l l of the ruforence liquid 
viore al@o rocorded at the corroDi-^onding tc3peraturQ&* Then 
the viocoaity of the s e l t «:u8 computod ueing the cxpresoion 
glvon in appondix A. Overall accuracy of the viecooity 
aoaourcncnts by suspended level principle K^Q ootioated to bo 
hotter than •, 2.a>i. 
Dyi4MllMnft©Ji^%«A^oi:il J rho conductance Doosuxcnonte were 
made uolng a f'hilipe i'U>del i^d 9500 conductance bridge and a 
standard dip^type c e l l . The coll viao constructed by sealing 
tvx> platinum fo i l s each having an area of ^0,2^ cvr to one 
end of a corning glaso tube* Tc^ platinum ivirco ^'ore further 
sealed to these two plotinuiQ foile tghich servo the purpose of 
making electr ical contac ts The coH conot-nt of the 
conuuctlvity c e l l , detertainod ^I th a decinorual r;cl solution, 
«ag 0.76027 CRu^  
The melt was taken in «i corning tube and suspended in 
the thexmostoted bath* The ce l l was then dipped into the melt 
and electr ical connection was made between the conductivity 
bridge and the ce l l u-^ing copper wires. Care «sa8 taken to 
I'i 
remove any a i r bubble sticking to the euzface of the platinum 
electrodes and to avoid absorption of moietuire by the sample 
during the conductance measuremente. 
Jcnoltyt viGcosity, end conductance DoaQur®nont8 were 
aade in a ciescending order of tc33,Merature. 
5iatct^%Lj'iSs.sw^€meQ^ J <4)Boxption spectra eiere recorded on 
Oockraan D5^ -2t4 spcctroptetooeter uoing quartz optical ce l l of 
1 CD path Icnyth. 
l o 
uensity, /iscosity» and Conductance of tx:lten 
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lxtijgt&!MiC.%.ip.a ' 
The hydratod raeltQ allow the explorat ion of t he l z 
proper t ies at r e l a t i v e l y lovjer temperatures than those In the 
corresponding anhydrous melts . A d i r ec t consequence of these 
lovj l lquldus temperatures I s t ha t the tcsaperature dependence 
l3d 19"21 
of the t ranspor t p roper t i es of various hydr^ttod raelts, • 
e . g . , Cii{iQ^)^,4ii^, l\g{m^)2.4H^, Wa^S^^.^HgO, C&{m^)^,4H^-
Cd(rtjaj)-.4H20» i:Q^{m^)^,An^ "'^^^a* ^^ non-.irrhenlus and i s well 
described by the oquation(3)* tmpir ica l ly i t i s found th«3t the 
non-^rrhenlus behaviour I n ^ l l c i t In oquatlonis) i s observed In 
the temperature In terval T^ to 2T^. 
/m a t t eap t has been roade here to apply u o o l i t t l e s ' ' 
expression, v/htch vws found recently to hold well In y l a s s -
fonalng anhydrous sieltft, to aqueous melts of calcium n i t r a t e 
te t rahydra te . liowever, in doing so the ^^xpression has been 
Rodifled to 
in which t\ and k are ^iit^lrical param^jters, V i s the molal 
volume a t any temperature* and V^ i s the i n t r i n s i c volume or 
the molal volume a t T^* 
The hydrated cat ion of fixed stoicbiometry with l a rger 
effect ive s i ze i s taken as a fundamental component In hydrated 
1 7 
melts and also in t ho i r so lu t ions v.dth s a l t s heiving cat ions 
of low charge/radius r a t i o s as evidenced by spectiMlf • 
conduct«inc©, • ond densi ty s tud ies . Hovjevor, cany neasure-
Dents ,*^ oDpecially those in which the wuter concentrat ion i s 
an independent va r iab le , tfot4 ouch an asGuciptlon to be untenable. 
For eKaosple, k i n e t l c a l l y , there i s no stolehlonsetry ouch tha t 
the transference number of water r e l a t i v e to calcium ion i s zearo. 
: j ict i larly, the foxesation of ascociatcd s.jecles suijvjuuts a 
competition botv;oon hydration and ion assoc ia t ion r a the r than a 
fixed stolchlociotry. 
uenci ty , v i scos i ty , and conauctunc© mea cur anient s of 
binary solut ions of cnolten calcium n i t r a t e t e t rahydra te and 
potassium thlocyunate <^XQ made. The apt^l lcabl l l ty of equatlonsls] 
and (u) has been exaDlned, and the s igni f icance of the computed 
parameters envhasized* 
Jotr^^excial calcium n i t r a t e t e t r ahydra te (liUH} was used as 
solvtfnt in the molten state* iPotassiuo thiocyanatetiiuH) was 
recrys t a i n t e d twice from doub le -d i s t i l led water. 
'.eighed amounts of calcium n i t r a t e t e t r ahydra te were 
taken In several t i g h t l y capped tubes and v;cro i.mersed in the 
thetmostated glycerol bath maintained a t <^<aO^C, required amounts 
1-s 
of potassliw thiocy«^fiate viias^ then accurate ly ^alghed and 
tjidcied to the molten calciutn n i t r a t e tetriiihydrate* The mixture 
tftfas heated for several ttourfi u n t i l a c l e a r colut ion was 
obtained. Several samples wer« s imi la r ly prepared. Calcium 
n i t r a t e te t rahydra to was found to diseolv© upto '^65 mole^ of 
potaseiuo thiocyanato. 
H 1 1 meoourements were performed in a manner as described 
in the experimental techni<|ueo* 
Ha react ion has boon found to occur ootweon i;UiS and 
molten calcium n i t r a t e te t rahydra to unl ike those in the molten 
i;»«)2*»^aJ®3 system?*^ 
The measured dens i t i e s of calcium n i t r a t e t e t rahydra te 
a t 2i)° dre found to be 0.012 and 0.14i^ higher than those 
OO I Q 
reported by uwing and i^.ikovsky'* ond Moynihanr respec t ive ly . 
On the bas is of the density comparison, the ac tua l HJ^/Ca mole 
r a t i o has boan corrected to 3.99 ± 0 ,01 . Density data for each 
melt were leas t - squares f i t t e d to a l i n e a r function of the 
form / » a-bt(®C), and the molal volumes, V^, along with 
thexmal expans iv i t i es , < , v<rere computed (Table I ) . 
The measured v i s c o s i t i e s and conductances of pure CalMDj^* 
3.99H2O «*t 40° d i f f e r by ' -y - lOJ when compared (Figure 1) with 
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thos© reported by f:.oynihan* for Ca{mJ^»4,04iU), This may i>© 
attributed to Q difforenc© in tho wator contunt in the two cases. 
A Z,j difference in our results for every 0*0X change in the 
21 
HJO/ca r a t i o i s consis tent with those of Loynihan e t a l . 
The Dolal volume of pure ]iQii-j> ^ t :>0^  has been obtained as 
b7.5 coVtnole by the extrapol<ition of molal voluno isothertn ano 
t h i s almost coincides ^ i t h tha t ca lcula ted frora i t s densi ty 
data , v i z . , t)7,25 cmvEiole. Tho v i scos i ty has boon found to 
increase s l i g h t l y fxon 0 t o 20 tnolej tvU^ c^i and then increases 
l inea r ly with coDpooition. Kovjcver, no such regula r i ty has been 
found In tho case of conductance lsoth©3ctn. Tho ud i t i vo nature 
of f l u i d i t y and conductance data could not bo ost ipated 
accurately because i t involves a lOO^ K, extrapolat ion of 
l i t e r a t u r e data*^ for pur© XCICJ to lower teciperaturee. 
The conductance and f l u i d i t y data (Table li) sho%v non-
Arrhenius behaviour U*igur© 2) and a re therefore leas t - squares 
f i t t e d to equation! 3) . The empirical parameters along Vi;ith the 
standard devia t ions in I n A and In yS a re given In T«ble XII. 
The l inea r p l o t s (Figure 3) of l o g y i T ^ ^ and log 0 T ^ ^ vs. 
i/(T«T^j) a l so signify the a p p l i c a b i l i t y of equatlon(3) based on 
the free volume model in explaining the t ranspor t behaviours in 
molten ua(iW„)2»3»99l^-''^Giii systems. 
l.^tSLu Hi A-quivulent Gonductonc© Icro^equiv^^ohro"^) and F lu id l tyU"*) 
ijdta as d junction of Temperature for CaUil0j)2.3.V9H20-KCNS r .e l ts? 
T,**K 
296.0 
^ 3 . 0 
308.0 
309.0 
313.0 
348.0 
323.0 
32<i.O 
333.0 
343.0 
3t)3.0 
3t>3.0 
373.0 
0 .0 mole^j 
0.41024 
0.t>4105 
0.63214 
to.7310) 
0 . a i969 
i0 .94a6) 
0.99923 
U.2410) 
1.2^100 
U.&940) 
i.4a:^B0 
11.9950) 
1.79730 
12.4190) 
2.40230 
13.:>020) 
U.»i3t>0) 
(6.3200) 
(8.0460) 
20.0 EK>le.; 
KCN3 
0,330d& 
0.47041 
0,61419 
(0.6934) 
0.7ai;>l 
(0.8674) 
0.96063 
(1.15d0) 
1. 21500 
( i . a 0 2 0 ) 
1.42070 
(1.9000) 
1.70od0 
(2.3430) 
2. 2b900 
( 3 . 3330) 
(4.6730) 
(6,1390) 
(7.ii680) 
A , ^ 
40.0 Bioleji 
KCNS 
0.32861 
0.470i>i 
0.60020 
(0.3110) 
0.aoo40 
(0.6567) 
1.01520 
(0.8948) 
1.31200 
(1.1910) 
1.53750 
(1.5490) 
l .d2130 
(1.9440) 
2.5a030 
(2.9100) 
(4.1950) 
(5.6110) 
(7.2190) 
50 .0 molejj 
HCN3 
0,29452 
0.42353 
0.57096 
(0.4184) 
0.76452 
(0.5486) 
0.97109 
(0.7623) 
1.24440 
(1.0040) 
1.51580 
(1.2960) 
1.B9910 
(1.6460) 
2.71d20 
(2.5340) 
(3.6970) 
(3.2200) 
(6.8920) 
60 .0 inolera 
KCNS 
0.26557 
0.40775 
0.54260 
(0.3364) 
0.74618 
(0.4602) 
0.94585 
(0.6448) 
1.23960 
(0.8802) 
1.51440 
(1.1770) 
1.86810 
(1.5110) 
2.71090 
(2.3O40) 
(3.4890) 
(4.8500) 
(6.4060) 
a Fluidity ddta are within parantheses 
Figure 2 • Arrhenius plots of fluidity and equivalent con-
ductance for molten Ca{N03)2-3-99H20-KCNS nnelts-
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The conventional dctlvatlon energies, t^ and fc^, were 
coniputed from the correeponding derivatives and their corrected 
values were obtained (Table IV) as ^ .^^ xr* ^A ^ * 11/2) HI 
(appendix B). 
Further, values of-A and ^ plotted (Figure 4) against 
thc^e of IV*VQ) tend to be nonlinear signifying the inability 
of the Hlldebrand^^ equation, VCA.fi^ )- B(V-V^)/V^, to explain 
the transport behaviour In the present system. However,linear 
plots (Figure 5) of log A and log Q( vs. l/(V«V ) d^nonstrate a 
better f i t of these data to equatlon(6)(Table V). 
The parameters *\, k, and T do not vary significantly with 
composition unlike those expected* There are a number of a-k-T 
sets which may adequately describe the results, ^^ s an exctmple, 
the fluidity data for \jr^ (mole fraction) * 0.2 may be f itted 
to equation (3) with a standard deviation of 0.0165 in In 0(, i . e . , 
twice that for the best f i t for T^  ^ anywhere in the range 
20O.6 «;^9.0. The corresponding ranges in ^ and k^ are d84d-
7917 and 676-64tt, respectively. I t appears likewise, from this 
exan^le, that the parameter T^  Is the one most precisely 
determined by the curve fitt ing procedure and that small vari-
ations in i t will produce much larger variations in A and k. 
Consequently, one does not expect a large composition dependence 
TABLE IVt Corraettd Activation En^xgy (kcal/mol*) for Conductanc* 
and Fluidity as a Function of Tamparatura for Ca{N03)2«3.99H20-«KCNS 
maltsf 
T,®K 
303.0 
308.0 
313.0 
3X8.0 
323.0 
328.0 
333.0 
343.0 
353.0 
363.0 
0 .0 iQola^ 
KCNS 
9.978 
9.348 
8.793 
(11.306) 
8.301 
110.656) 
7.863 
(10.079) 
7 .471 
( 9.562) 
7.118 
( 9 .098) 
6 .509 
( 8.299) 
( 7.639) 
( 7.085) 
S. 
20 .0 mola^ 
KCNS 
10.837 
10.117 
9.486 
(11,558) 
8.930 
(10.884) 
8.436 
(10.286) 
7.995 
( 9.752) 
7.600 
( 9.273) 
6 .921 
( 8.450) 
( 7.769) 
( 7.200) 
. o r r ^ ^ ' < ^ 
40 .0 mola^ 
KCNS 
11.646 
10.829 
10.119 
(12.844) 
'9.495 
(12.039) 
8.944 
(11.330) 
8 .454 
(10,700) 
3.016 
(10.138) 
7.269 
( 9.180) 
( 8.395) 
( 7 ,743) 
50 .0 mola^ 
KCNS 
12.624 
11.689 
10.879 
(13.693) 
10.173 
(12.795) 
9.552 
(12.006) 
9 .003 
(11.309) 
8.514 
(10.690) 
7.684 
( 9 .639) 
( 8.784) 
( 8.076) 
60 .0 mola^ 
KCNS 
13.197 
12.187 
11.317 
(14.430) 
10.559 
(13,449) 
9 . 8 % 
(12.591) 
9 .311 
(11.836) 
8 .791 
(11.166) 
7 .911 
(10.035) 
( 9.117) 
( 8.362) 
*Corractad activation anargy for fluidity ara within paranthaaaa. 
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of T while no meaningful trends are apparent in the composition 
dependences of A and k terms. 
Recently Angell and Brassel*^  considered k as nearly 
constant multiples of T in aqueous melts of calcium nitrate 
tetrahydrate and substituted DT^ for k in equation (3) where D 
is independent of composition. However, such a variation in k 
with composition has not been observed in the present case. 
This has been supported by an empirical rule^ '^  ,13 ,20 ^ i^^ ^^ j^^  
states that the k term is composition independent for systems 
in which the composition changes do not alter the melt structure 
in too radical a fashion as found in a large variety of fused 
nitrates and chlorides and concentrated aqueous solutions. 
Therefore, the parameters A and T were computed by using 
almost constant values of k by the method adopted by Moynihan 
et air**" The standard deviations for the fits with equal k terms 
are slightly larger than the best fit standard deviations 
(Table VI). However, such a fit gives T ^ values approximately 
equal to T^ . values within ;t 2*^  ^is expected. A gradual increases 
in A and T values with composition has been observed (Table XII). 
A constant value for k is also expected in the light of 
Cohen and Turnbull's "hard-sphere" model in which k« yvV< v t 
where oC is taken as the mean value of the expansion coefficient 
for a temperature change from T to T and Y is a geometric factor 
to correct for the overlap of free volume in the calculation of 
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the probability of occurr«nc« of a critical void. On tht basis 
of this modsl ths diffusion cosfficient of solutes, e.g., KCNS 
in this case, will be governed by the molecular size. If the 
solute molecule is smaller than the solvent molecule It will 
diffuse at the same rate as that of solvent since the diffusive 
transport is completed only by the jumping of a neighbouring 
solvent molecule into the void. In the case of conductance 
CaiH^)^'*^ may act as a solvent cation of larger size. No doubt, 
the rate of diffusion will decrease by the addition of solutes 
due to a decrease in the average free volume per molecule. 
Consequently the critical void volume, v*, should remain the 
same both In the cases of solvent and the molten mixture 
containing solutes of smaller molecular size. Since c^  varies by 
about 2;^  in the composition range studied, rv*/v^(or k) itself 
must be substantially independent of composition. The value of 
o 19 
kj^ dTb^ 'K conforms with the value obtained by Moynihan for 
C^{W^)2'^'04H^ and that of k^ • &42^K is somewhat lower. The 
vv /v- vtlues are found to be 0.31 and 0.25 in the cases of 
fluidity and conductance, respectively, both for Ca(NQ^)2*3*99H20 
i<•4.6x10"^) and its mixtures with KCNS W » 4.5x10*^). The 
value 0.25 seems to coincide with those for anhydrous nelts^ 
obtained from conductance study. The ratio k^A^ * ^'24 is 
very close to those reported by othersp viz., 1.18-1.2. The 
higher value of k^ than k^^ appears to originate from the 
3 4 
differences in li/ and t.j^ which have actually been observed 
here* 
The corrected activation energies for fluidity and 
conductance E^^ , are tested for linearity with the function 
corr 
[TAT-T ) ] ^ for the most appropriate choice of T^ (Figure 6), 
The values of J^ y^  **** different compositions have been 
calculated from the slopes of such plots: for example, 
670.d. kg^ iXj^ cNS * °'^^ • 676.1. and k^ tXj^ cf^ s " 0»6) » 679.2. 
Similar constancy in the values of k^ has also been observed. 
This further signifies that k^ . remains almost independent of 
composition for the system under consideration* 
From the activation energy isothezms {Figure 7) it is 
apparent that changes in cw and £^ with composition are 
considerably less in the low concentrated region and become 
larger at higher concentrations, /it low temperatures activation 
energies for fluidity and conductance are comparatively larger 
and the isotherms become more and more steep, according to 
the free volume model average free volume per molecule 
decreases with increasing composition and the molecules get 
closer and closer resulting in high intermolecular forces. 
Consequently, in the concentrated region the flowing entities 
appear to involve clusters which evidently need higher energy 
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to flow A% compared to sinpl* «ntiti«t« AS th« tempvrature 
increases the free volume increases due to thermal expansion 
which causes a decrease in the intezmolecular forces. This 
helps in bringing down the height of the potential energy 
barrier for viscous flow. Si!»llar explanation also holds 
good for the conductance of ions. The ratios of the 
activation energies, E^/E^ (Table VII), are found to be 
>i, 26 i. 0.03 which is close to those reported earlier in VWJ 
the cases of MClg (W««ln^ *, Co^*, Ni^*)-rich mixtures of 
Bu^NCl where E^/g^»l. 30 •. 0,10. This ratio was found to be 
greater than unity in ionic melts also. Hence it is apparent 
that migration of molecular species requires higher activation 
energy to surmount the energy barriers for fluidity than those 
required for ionic conductance. 
Ihe glass transition temperature, T increases linearly 
with composition (Figure d). This observation is similar to 
those in molten Ca(N02)2»*Hp • KNO3 systemsf"^ H correlation 
has been found^ between Tg(or T^) and the characteristic Debye 
-1/2 temperature, 9^ which, in turn, shows an • "^ "^  dependence on 
the effective masses of the component particles of the amorphous 
phase. Consequently, the increase in T^ observed here may be 
due to a decrease in the average molecular mass by the addition 
of KCN5. Qualitatively T^ of a particular system refers to 
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4C' 
tht txtent of cooling requixtd to r»ach th« glass transition 
region. Sines the frse volums dscrsasss with increass in 
composition, Isss cooling is rscpiirsd for supsrcooling ths 
i&atsrial at highsr concentrations than thoss at lower 
concentrations and accordingly this may result in an increase 
in TQ with composition. On extrapolation of the T^ isotherm 
one obtains T • 22S**K for pure KCNS. However, recently from 
electrical conductance data*^ the value of T^ for K.CNS has 
been reported as equal to 203^K. This restricts such an 
extrapolation as was also the case in alkali metal •*• divalent 
37 
metal nitrate systemsr 
Looking to the components embodied in 'W . terms it is 
clear that A^ ^  is directly related to m . * Hence one can 
predict that the increase in 'W ^ with increasing ^Qf^ i» <iw* 
to the lower molecular mass of KCNS. However, such a 
prediction fails in the case of CalN03)2.4.09H^-CdiN02)2»^»07H20 
21. 
melts** where A increases with increasing mole fraction of 
Cd^ "*" having larger mass. Moynihan et al?^ presumed that this 
discri^ pancy may be dua to the fact that the composition 
dependence of h is also related to differences in the lability 
of water or nitrate ions in the coordination shells of Ca^ '*' 
2+ 
and Cd , 
A comparison of the plots (Figures 3 and 5) suggests a 
4 1 
similarity in th« "hard*spher«" and th« Ooolittl* oiodals. 
Higher standard daviations in In Qf and In A in Doolittla*t 
•1/5 fit may apparently be due to the absence of T '^ '^  in the 
pre-exponential texm although ita effects are insignificant 
even in Cohen and Turnbull's expression, Furtheznore^k* in 
the exponential term is related to vv per mole and remains 
composition independent like that of Cohen and Turnbull's k 
as supported by the least-squares fit and the slopes of the 
linear plots iFigure 5) of log gf and logyl vs. l/U-v^). 
Si(nilarly« A* is expected to depend on composition as is the 
case with A, V ^ is found to be nearly equal to V as 
T^ *v and T_ . • 
o»v OfA 
It is interesting to note that the V^ obtained from the 
extrapolation of the V-T plots (Figure 9) to T^ axe almost 
similar to those obtained from the least-squares fit (Table V). 
This MBphasizes the view •'^ that the origin of free volume 
is not at 0**K but T^. 
In order to account for the deviation in nozmal alkanes 
from Doolittle*s expression at low temperatures Millar^ 
reasoned that the intrinsic volume, V , is dependent on 
temperature. No such deviation within the experimental range 
of temperature is observed in the present case. This may be 
predicted presuming that VQ remains independent of temperature 
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for a hard sphere mo<i«eI while I t becomes temperature dependent 
for more complex and l inea r molecules such as nozntal alkanes. 
However, V^ , has been found to decrease l inea r ly with 
convosition as api>arent from i'igure d. On extrapolat ion of 
t h i s p lot to 0 mole/i, C»U^J ^,2,99H^ one obtains the V^  for 
pure iCCi^  as 54 cmVmole. \/ i s found to be addi t ive and 
can be uiven oy the r e l a t ion V^  ^ * ^ ^i '^^ * where V^  ^ 
' ' o,xj^ i * 0 ,1 o,XjL 
i s the i n t r i n s i c volutne of the melt with X£ as the mole 
fraction of the I th co!?)ponent. This dd 'd t ive nature of \/Q 
may also be due to the ideal behaviour of the system with 
respect to the molal volume. V appears to show a d i rec t 
dependence on m unlike T (Figure 3) . 
I t I s important to note here t h a t , even though the free 
volume model seems to be a useful 4«nd successful represent 
t«ttlon of the present da ta , the empirical parameters may not 
be quan t i t a t ive ly in terpre ted in terms of the s t ruc ture of 
the system, especia l ly during the study " o f the ef fec t 
of pressure on viscosi ty or Tg and on e l e c t r i c a l conductivi ty 
the free volume theory f a i l s badly. The i i i ce -n l lna t t theory, * 
44 
based upon Kirkwood's hypothesis in which the dissipative 
forces are oivided into components arising from the long- and 
short-range parts of the intermolecular pair potential, was 
extended to molten salts by Hlcc and then by derne and Hice, 
4 4 
and has buren found to be a moxa promising quan t i t a t ive 
theory of t ranspor t in ionic melts , recent examination of 
some fundamental simplifying approximations made in the 
rtice-rtllnatt theory * by ^medley and ivoodcock using 
ifionte Carlo and molecular dynamics computational r e su l t s 
has Indicated the cooperative nature of t ranspor t and the 
d i s t r ibu t ion of re laxat ion times. Moreover, such an .analysis 
r e f l ec t s that cross co r re l a t ions i:>etween hard and soft forces 
are important which implies tha t the simple two-event 
mechanisms for momentum t rans fe r i s not su i tab le to real 
l iqu ids . Secondly, coulombic forces are found to make an 
appreciable contr ibut ion to the d i s s ipa t ion of energy in ionic 
l iqu ids largely through cr^ss co r r e l a t i ons with the shor t -
range repulsions and, the re fore , the t ranspor t p roper t i es of 
the melt are largely determined by short-range forces. Las t ly , 
the re laxat ion time c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of the dispers ion (soft) 
forces i s d i s t i n c t l y l e s s than tha t due to the repulsive^hard) 
forces in ionic melts. 
From the molal volume and equivalent conductance isotherms 
Uigure 10) i t i s apparent tha t AV^ « 0. but AA^ # 0, This 
r e f l e c t s tha t the system i s not s t r i c t l y ideal in thermodynamic 
proper t ies and the add i t i v i t y of molal volumes i s not a very 
rigorous t e s t of ideal mixing. Such behaviours a re also 
observed in AgCl 4 AgBr and PbClj • ^'^'^'o '"•^*** ^ appears to 
0 25 
0-0 02 0-4 0 6 
Mole Frocr ion of K5CN 
Figure 10- (a)Molal volume (b)Viscosity and (c) 
Conductance isotherms for molten Ca(N03)23-99H20 
KCNS systems. 
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ci«creiist with composition over tho tempftratuxe rangt 
293-308^)C, ev«n though, the d«creas« i s negligibl* fzom 
\cNS * <^ *2 to \Q^ "• 0.4. It 8««n8 that the isothexm 
passes through a maximum at \Qh^ « 0.4 over the range * 
313-328®K and, further, this maximum appears to shift to 
^CNS " 0.5 in the range 333-343°K. Throughout the 
temperature scan there i s a decrease in A from ^Q^^" 0,0 
to Xj^ Qf^ s • ^*^' *^ *^ * *^ ® substitution of the more highly 
conducting K"^  for i /2 C9i causes a decrease in conductance 
instead of the anticipated increase* This phenomenon i s found 
to be comcton to many binary systoms, e .g . , MgCl^ ''* KCl, 
CdClg •*• KCl, nlF2+ NaF. nt the moment we are not able to 
explain why conductance Isotheirs show such behaviours, 
however, in the region 0.0*0.2 mole fraction of Uii'& the 
decrease in conductance may be due to the suppression of the 
mobility of K* ions by the steric hindrance of hydrated 
cations of the solvent which are in excess. Consequently the 
decrease in the average free volume per ion by the addition 
of solute causes a decrease in the conductance. As cited 
earlier, the rate of diffusion of the smaller solute cation 
becomes similar to that of the solvent cation and the lower 
value of S^/I^j^ for \cNS • ^'2 provide further support for 
the above view. 
4? 
CHApTfiR II 
Density, Viscosity, Conductance, and Optical Spectra 
of Molten NiClg- Ca{i'iU^)^,3.9lH^ Syitems. 
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The supvrcooled liquids has been considered as an 
oxdinaxy liquid wh:>se viscosity is very high owing to the 
inadequacy of the therinal energy content of the liquid in 
meeting the energy required for the relative motion of the 
entangled complex units. The high viscosity of such liquids 
causes difficulty in understanding the behaviour of glassy 
materials unlike the case with molecular liquids. Mostly, 
the parabolic equation 
has been found to describe the temperature dependence of 
transport processes in fused salts? *d A * ^ A. ' *"** 
V . A *^^ ««»pi^ ical parameters, and t is the temperature in 
°G. However, free volume theory of ordinary liquids has 
been applied more satisfactorily to fused salts including the 
13 
glass>forming melts '^  in explaining their transport properties 
over comparatively wide range of temperature. Expressions of 
the form (3) and 16) based on this theory are commonly used 
to interpret the fluidity and conductance data. The fact that 
the free volume theory established for molecular liquids is 
applicable to glass-forming melts appear to imply that even 
ordinary molecular liquids also form glasses and the failure 
49 
of dilut* e lectrolyt ic solution theories In explaining the 
conciuctance data of highly concentrated solutions and melts 
Is due to their excessive v i s c o s i t i e s which change markedly 
with composition. This suggests that a simultaneous repre* 
mentation of conductance and viscosity ,v^wil l be physically 
acceptable. 
Hence* i t Is Interesting to study the effect of changes 
In viscosity on conductance In terms of Ualden product. 
.\ttempt has been made to explain only the temperoiture 
dependence of Vialden product In terms of equations of the 
form 
A^l- A^exp[B^AT-Tj^)] U) 
and A ^ - Agexp [ B J ^ U - V ^ ) ] K9) 
In which H. t Bj^, /U» *'^ '^ <^  ^ 2 ''^^ ^^^ empirical parameters. 
tquatlons(ti} and (9) were essent ia l ly based on equatlonsO) 
and (6) , respectively. 
With these alms In mind, v i scos i ty and conductance 
studies of molten NICI2- Ca(hK) J2.4HJ[} systems have been 
undertaken. Calcium nitrate tetrahydrate has been chosen as 
the molten solvent owing to the fact that i t has got a low 
liquldus temperature. Furthermore, addition of I^lCl2 helps 
in understanding the effect of solute on the hydrated nature 
5(. 
of calclufi) lont. Fluidity and conductance data havt baan 
analyzed using acruAtionsO)« and (6) to (9 ) . In ordar to 
v i iual ize tha natuxa of complex spaciat the spectral measure-
ments of these systmts wsra also made. 
Ixp.fi:liRft)t*>,.fijqt..i^J]| : 
Comntercial calcium nitrate tetxahydxate was used as 
solvent in the molten state . Anhydrous nickel chloride was 
57 prepared from the recrystal l ized hexahydrated sa l t using 
purified thionyl chloride Uiiedel)?® 
CORimerclal thionyl chloride contains traces of acids 
«nd other impurities. I t i s f i r s t fractionated, preferably 
in an a l l - g l a s s apparatus, from quinoline in order to remove 
acid impurities; the receiver i s protected from the entrance 
of moisture by a drying tube, f i l l e d with cotton wool or 
anhydrous calcium chloride. The d i s t i l l a t e Is then refraction-
ated as before from boiled linseed o i l , the fraction 
b.p.76-7Q°C being col lected, i'ure thionyl chloride has 
b.p.77V7bO mm, and must be stored in well f i t t i n g , g lass -
stoppered bott le . 
The finely ground recrystal l ized nickel chloride hexa-
hydrate i s taken in a round-bottomed flask, and freshly 
d i s t i l l e d thionyl chloride i s added at room temperature . 
51 
jdvolutlon of sulphur dioxide and hydrogen chloride begins 
at once* 
NICI2.6H2O • 6SOCI2 — > NiQlj* 6SO2 • 12K;1 
After bubbling stops, the flask is equipped with a reflux 
condenser, and the slurry is refluxed for 1 to 2 hours.the 
condenser is then arranged for distillation, and the excess 
thionyl chloride is removed in vacuo using a dry nitrogen 
bleed. The flask containing the product is then transferred 
to a vacuum desiccator containing potassium hydroxide and 
stored for at least 12 hours to r&nove remaining thionyl 
chloride. The product is then transferred in a dry box to 
a suitable container. 
Molten mixtures of NiCl^ and calcium nitrate tetra-
hydrate were prepared in a thermostated glycerol bath at 
'^ 60^ C as described in chapter I. Nickel chloride dissolves 
upto '^ o.b mole^ u In molt«n calcium nitrate tetrahydrate. 
Density, viscosity, conductance, and spectral measure-
ments were made in a manner as described in the experimental 
techniques. 
Comparison of the measured densities of calcium 
nitrate tetrahydrate with the precise density vs.composition 
5 2 
data of iiwing and Mikovsky'^ showed that th« actual HJO/Ca 
molt ratio i t 3.91. Th« solutions of NlGl^ in molt«n 
CaiNOJ^.a^VIHJO showsd a l inear t^perature dapandence for 
densit ias ITabla VIIX) similar to that of solvent. 
/Edition of NiCl2 to calcium nitrata tetrahydrate 
rasults in complex formation due to a difference In the 
l a b i l i t y of water in hydrated Ca^* and Nl^* ions. The 
presence of complex species may be viewed through spectral 
measurements. 
Oi'TlCAL Si'kQTRAi The ligand f i e ld ILF) spectrum Uigure i i ) 
of NlGl^ in molten CaINO3)2*3.9iH^ cons is ts of a re lat ively 
intense band at '^25»340 cn*'^ and two weak bands with 
components at r-^ 14, IdO and lS,3dOj and at d400 and bVOO cm"^, 
respectively. These bands may be identi f ied as due to the 
presence of octahedral Ni(H20)^Cl2 c«nplexes on the basis of 
their comparison with those reported ear l ier . • The 
spectrum has been f i t t ed to the energy leve l diagraniFigure 12) 
constructed by using Liehr»Ballhausen matrices based on the 
four LF parameter model. The predicted spectrum for an 
octahedral Ni(H20)^Cl2 with Dq •»-907, ?k—275, B-dlO. and 
C/B » 3.d89 cm"^ has been found to agree with that observed. 
The above three bands may therefore be assigned as due to 
r^ ~* Fj (j - 1 ,4 .5 ) , r^ •-> Tj U - 1 , 4 ) } r j l J - 3 , 5 ) , and 
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F- —^  F . {j " 2,3,4,5) t r a n s i t i o n s , respec t ive ly . The 
o s c i l l a t o r s t rengths of these bands have be«n found to oe 
14.95x10'^, 5.74x10'^, and 2.99x10*^, respec t ive ly , in which 
one of thew closely resembles that reported for octahedral 
nickel complexes. 
TrtrtMSK>rtT cJuHrt/iOUH i The measured f l u i d i t i e s and conductances 
of Ua^^y3)2. a-ViH^O a t 30°^ d i f f e r tay -'O.d and 20.0^, 
19 
respect ively, when compared with those reported for 
\^i{t¥j^) ^,4,04H^, Therefore, only the s e n s i t i v i t y of A to 
small changies in wat(er content seenis to oe very hiyh. However, 
an r^2»0/4 change in A for every O.Oi change in HM/CA r a t i o 
21 
observed by ivVoynihan et a i r i s in agreen^ent with our measure-
ment. 
riddition of i^iClj to CaiNO J^* 3»^i''^2^ api>e«r« to 
f a c i l i t a t e the forrrjation ' of CaN03 through the formation 
of NlllH20)^Cl2 s imilar to those reported "^  for LiCl or CsCl 
added to calcium n i t r a t e t e t rahydra te . This api^ears to have 
been ref lec ted in the decreases in conductance with successive 
increases in [NiOl^] <*nd simultaneous increases in v iscos i ty 
owing to an increase in the net cohesion 5n the meoium. 
nccordingly t h e i r ^Aand t^  ) simultaneous representat ion seems 
feas ible and wi l l be examined following t h e i r individual 
behaviour. 
5 7 
3oth conductance An6 f l u i d i t y showed non-/^rrhenius 
behaviour with respect to temperature (Figure 13). These 
data (Table IX) have been leas t - squares f i t t e d to the 
polynomial equation(7) and seem to provide a giood t i t v/lthin 
the experimental rangie of t«nperature (29d-343**K). fhe 
values of the best f i t parameters are l i s t e d in Fable X. 
This equation has been found to aescr ibe the temperature 
dependence of conductance (speci f ic or equivalent) as well as 
of f lu id i ty of a var iety of molten s a l t systemsf however, 
tV»e wwrkintj range of twrmperature for t h i s equ«atiyn has not 
been discussed. The best f i t values of ay yj^  which r e f l e c t on 
the magnitudes of f lu id i ty or conductance a t 0°c , have been 
found to be j r e a t e r than the v<ilues a t hlrjher tetnperatures. 
Sometimes, values of a^ . appear to be l e s s than zero. 
These observations are contrary to ones expectation because 
conductance and f lu id i ty decrease with temperature and t h e i r 
values l e s s than zero have no physical s ignif icance whatsoever. 
Hence, i t seems tha t the polynomial equatlon(7) f a i l s to hold 
good somewhere above o \ , i t may be reca l led tha t equatlon(7) 
represents a parabola with i t s vertex a t t « -b/2c where 
the value of Y « - (b^- 4ca) /4c . At t • -b /2c ; Y i s minimum 
if c >0 or Y i s maximum when c < 0 . ^laxima in conductance vs. 
temperature graphs have been observed by arantham and Yosim 
o 
Figurel3-Arrhenius plots of equivalent conductance and 
fluidity for molten NiCl2-Ca(N03)2'3.99H20 systems-
TABLE IXi Equlvalttfit Conductanc* (cn^equiv oh«" )^ and FlulditylP"^) 
Data as a Function of Temparatura for NiCl2'-Ca(N03)2*3.918^0 Melts? 
T.^K 
29a. 0 
303.0 
308.0 
313.0 
318.0 
323.0 
328.0 
333.0 
343.0 
0 .0 
mola^ Nl^* 
0.4038 
10. 3217) 
0.^352 
10.4771) 
0 .6451 
(0.6534) 
0 .8109 
10.9048) 
0.9d86 
1 1 . 1 % 3) 
1.2675 
H.3705) 
1.4702 
12.0285) 
1.7787 
(2.5719) 
2.3777 
13.8543) 
0 .95 
mola^ Nl^* 
0.2779 
10.2277) 
0,3857 
(0.3464) 
0 . 5 Q 8 4 
(0.4984) 
0.6296 
(0.6958) 
0.8277 
(0.9371) 
1.0767 
(1.2530) 
1.2681 
(1.6314) 
1.3408 
(2.0819) 
2.0435 
(3.1890) 
A , or 
2 .03 
ml%% Nl^* 
0.1936 
(0.1520) 
0.2750 
(0.2401) 
0.3816 
(0.3527) 
0.5525 
(0.5031) 
0.6t)01 
(0,6930) 
0,8764 
(0.9359) 
1.0652 
(1.2579) 
1.2705 
(1.6261) 
1.7386 
(2.5678) 
4 .74 
oole'^ Nl^* 
0.1683 (0.1277) 
0.2446 
(0.2023) 
0.3440 
(0.3015) 
0 .4793 
(0.4483) 
0 .58% 
(0.6273) 
0 .7593 
(0,8629) 
0,9246 
( i . l 3 9 9 ) 
i . 1530 
(1.4930) 
1.6330 
(2.3958) 
3.44 
mola'^ Ni^* 
0.1908 
(0.1401) 
0.2787 
(0.2208) 
0.3689 
(0.3266) 
0.4454 
(0.4679) 
0.5811 
(0.6479) 
0.7291 
(0.9139) 
0,9052 
(1.1927) 
1.0633 
(1.5377) 
1.4610 
(2.4369) 
6 .49 
roolajb Nl^* 
0.1327 
(0.0938) 
0 .1%8 
(0.1339) 
0 .2842 
(0.2364) 
0.3954 
(0.3477) 
0.5110 
(0.4269) 
0.6361 
(0.7112) 
0.8063 
(0,9483) 
0,9878 
(1.2387) 
1.3840 
(2.0329) 
•Fluidity data %x* within paxanthasaa. 
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for several sa l t s . However, in the present system no such 
mAxiine or minlffla appear in the conductance or f lu id i ty vs. 
temperature plots . Therefore, i t i s apparent that when c 
i s posit ive the transport properties can be explained by 
the parabolic equation^?} only above t «-b/2c. For the 
present system this lower l imit for temperature range has 
been found to be ^25®C, i . e . , '-^ iOO'^ K above glass transit ion 
temperature. 
The conductance and fluidity data were therefore l eas t -
squares f i t t ed to equationi3) with almost constant k values 
(Table XI). Pure solvent was chosen to f ix the comparison 
values of k^  and k^ as the solvent part ic les appear to 
predominate in transport processes in di lute solutions. 
Invariance of k values with composition was explained earl ier 
in the l ight of both configurational entropy and free 
volume^^ models. The l inear p lots (figure 14) of logAT"*"^^ 
and log fif T^^ vs. lAT-T^) emphasize the appl icabi l i ty of 
equation!3) based on the free volume model in explaining 
the transport processes in these melts. Moreover, the tempe-
rature dependence of transport properties was also explained 
by Oooli t t le type equation(6}. The values of the best f i t 
parameters are presented in Table XII. Linear plotsiFigure 15) 
of log A and log ^ vs. iAV»V^) reinforce such an analysis . 
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6(5 
-1/2 
Theoret ical ly , the parameter A shows an in " dependence 
on the effect ive masses of the component p a r t i c l e s of the 
amorphous phase, A low so lub i l i t y of NICI2 in calcium 
n i t r a t e te t rahydrate and ~3;^ decrease in mean molecular 
weight between pure (^AW^ 2'^*^^^ '^^^ ^^^ solut ion with 
t>.49 mole,^ ^''-^^o '"'^ V cause a s l i gh t increase in H with 
composition, dut, in the present case /w «ippears to decrease 
by ~20,4 in the above composition r«inge while insijnific<*nt 
chanje apH«ars in f%j^ , l>uch a discrepancy in the composition 
dependence of ,\ has also be*in observed in the case of 
Liiii*j )^,4,09HA) "K^dU^ J2'^'^"^^:^ melts <*s c i t ed in 
chapter I (pAO ) . on adding Hiol^ into molten calcium 
n i t r a t e te t rahydra te water molecules seem to get associa ted 
with the Ni^* ions to give r i s e to octahedral NiCHgO)^^^ 
species icf. op t ica l spectra) thereby indicat ing a difference 
2+ in the l a b i l i t y of water In the coordination she l l s of Ca 
and Ni ions. *'robably such an effect may r e f l ec t on the 
t ranspor t proper t ies which depend on short time scale 
rearrangements in the melt and may be re la ted to the 
preexponential t\ terms. 
On the other hand,the glass t r a n s i t i o n temj^eraturetl^ 
which i s a more s igni f icant parameter appears to show a s l i g h t 
increase with increase in composition of (NiCl2U'igure Xba). 
240-0 
0-0 2-0 4-0 6-0 
MolcV, of Ni^* 
130-0 
O 
120-0 ^ 
^ 1100 
8-0 
Figure 16- Variation of (a) To,0^yv ^^^ ^^ ^ Vo;<&^with 
composition for molten NiCU —CalNOoln'3-91H20 
systems. 
6^ 
This may b* attributed to the decrease in the average 
EBoXecular wass^^ by the addition of NlClj into molten 
calcium nitrate tetrahydrate and also to complexation which 
results in a closely packed geometry thereby increasing 
the net cohesion in the system as mentioned above. The close 
packing of the system is also apparent from the decreases 
in VQ with increases in [NiCl2l ^s shown in figure i6b. 
» 
However* the T^ s of these molten mixtures are not much o 
different from that of the pure solvent. This emphasizes 
/ingell and Moynihans' view that for dilute solution containing 
complex species the thermodynamic factors influencing 
transport processes, principally T , Are detexmined primarily 
by the solvent. Moreover, the computed T value vix.• 
f^QOb'^K for pure calcium nitrate tetrahydrate is in good 
agreement with that obtained from DTA measurementf 
Having examined the individual behaviour of A and ^ , 
their simultaneous representation may similarly be analyzed. 
The A ^ product appears to decrease with increase in tempe-
rature. Kay and Evans interpreted the decrease of walden 
product with temperature of alkali and halide ions in 
aqueous solution in teiros of a structure breaking and 
structure making mechanism. However, such an explanation 
feft does not seem to be quantitative. Kenausis et al, suggested 
6 9 
an •quation of the typ* 
in order to show the temperature dependence of ivalden 
product for molten tetra<»n*ainylammonium thlocyanate over 
the temperature range 52-U0**C. But, theTL^ value of ~0.2 
cm^P /ohm equlv at 52 reported by Longo et al. appears 
to foe ^bO)^ lower than the value expected from the above 
70 
expression. Similarly, Yao and Bennion have observed 
about 8J«> lower value for Ualden product of tetra-n-amyl-
ammonium thiocyanate at 55®. 
It is instructive to note that the temperature 
dependence of A^ product has been found to be described 
reasonably well by equations(8) and (9) both essentially 
based on the free volume model. The values of the best fit 
parameters are given in Table XIII. Linear plots I Figure 17} 
of log A^ vs. l/iT-T^) and lAV«V^) provide further support 
to such an analysis. Tenperature dependence of Walden 
product for molten mixture of C0UI2 in tetrabutylaemoniun 
iodide ^ was also found to be explained satisfactorily by 
equations (8) and i9). Inorder to understand further the 
applicability of these equations, walden product of molten 
Ca(N0^)2»3.99H2O*KGNS systems were similarly analyzed and the 
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72 
values of the best fit parameters are (jilsplayed in 
Table XIV. The values of T^^^t ^^ ^» *»"«* ^O,AY) **" ^" 
good agreement with each other as well as those of V^ ^^, 
^o 7V. ' *"** ^o y thereby implying the thermodynamic 
nature of T and «/ , respectively. 
Moreover* the A ^ product for the present system has 
been plotted as a function of composition at several tempe-
'jitures (riyiure id) with a view to understand its 
composition dependence. Over the temperature x:^^<i% 298' 
:^3®K A^product increases almost linearly with composition. 
Whereas, between the temperature range 3i3-343®K the product 
increases with concentration and reaches a maximum at 
•^'"i mole% i^ i^Clg followed by a minimum at ^ 3 roole*/^ ^iit^ lj 
solution. The Increctse In 71^ can be attributed to the 
increase in interactions due to the addition of more solute 
particles. However, the decrease in the range from ^ 3 mole^i 
tc^d mole% NlCl^ solution and a quantitative estimation of 
the composition dependence of A^ l could not be accounted for 
at the moment. 
The conventional activation energies hy^  and t^ have 
been computed from the corresponding derivatives of equationi3)* 
The corrected activation energies (Table XV} obtained from 
the relation i^ corr* V A "*'^'^/2)HT further support the free 
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^f^3L& XV« corrected activation isntrgy (kcal/molt) for Conductance 
and Fluidity as a Function of Tempvzatura for NiCl^* C^iif)^)^'^*^^^^ 
^elt»? 
'^«»^A. <r ) 
0,0 0.9S 2.03 4.74 5.44 6.49 
298.0 iX.413 12.307 13.ti63 14.136 12.359 14.7<i4 
U4.906) U6.062) U7.3d6) 118.225) Ud.286) U9.164) 
303.0 10.608 11.394 12.751 12.988 11.441 13.549 
(13.840) (14,853) (16.012) (16.742) (16,785) (17.552) 
308.0 9.909 10.605 11,708 12.005 10.646 12.495 
(12.913) (13.808) (14.831) (15.473) (15.502) (16.178) 
313,0 9.295 9.916 10.973 11.157 9.954 11.588 
(12.102) (12.898) (13.808) (14.377) (14,395) (14,996) 
318.0 8,753 9.311 10,255 10,418 9.345 10,801 
(11.387) (12.100) (12.915) (13.422) (13.432) (13.971) 
323.0 8,272 8.776 9.624 9,770 8,807 10.112 
(10.753) (11.395) (12.130) (12.586) (12.5dd) (13.074) 
328.0 7.842 8.301 9,066 9.198 8,329 9,505 
(10,188) (10.769) (11.435) (11,847) (11.844) (12.285) 
333.0 7.457 7.875 8.570 8.689 7,901 8,967 
( 9,681) (10,211) (10,817) (11.191) (11.183) (11.586) 
343,0 6,795 7.147 7,728 7,828 7.170 8,058 
( 8.811) ( 9,256) ( 9.766) (10.079) (10.065) (10.405) 
*^corr ^®' f luidity ara within paranthetas. 
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2 
voluin* mod«l «» th«lr plots against [T/(T-T^^) "] pass 
through ths origin iappendix 3). rurthezmora, th« ratios 
of activation anargias, % A A ^^^^^* ^ Vl) axa in good 
19 
agreemant with those of Kjf/kj^ * viz*, HI.3 as expactadr 
The activation energy, b^« liable XVII), on the other hand, 
obtained from the derivative of equationiS) denotes the 
difference between hy^and E^ i* Ey^), It is interesting to 
note that this difference which is on the average of the 
order of ~3.0 k.cal/mole is in the range of van der Waals 
forces of interaction. This implies that some additional 
short-range dispersion force has been encountered during 
viscous flow. 
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CHAPTER III 
0«nsity» Viscosity, Conductance, ««nd Optical Spuctra 
of Molten CoClg - CdlN03)2«3.VlH^ Systens. 
8^ ^ 
In chapters I and IX th« transport properties of 
glass-forming molten mixtures of calcium nitrate tetrahydrate 
with potassiuffi thlocyanate and anhydrous nickel chloride 
have been inteipreted in tertns of the parameters of the 
equation(3). 
interpretation of behaviours of solutions at concen-
trations beyond the useful limit of uebye»Huckel treatment 
and its extensions is of immense Importance. Fused salts and 
aqueous melts may be considered as highly concentrated systems 
and therefore the description of their transport behaviours 
will be an useful approach to the above problen. However, 
equation^) explains only the temperature dependence of 
transport properties of nolten salts, expressions which may 
describe the composition dependence of transport properties 
will be considered as equally luportant. 
Assuming A and k as composition independent tezms and 
only T^ as varying largely with composition. Angel 1 liodified 
equationO) to account for the variation of transport 
properties with composition to 
where Q is the slope of the linear plot of T. vs. composition 
81 
Nifflole ^) . N^  i s th« chax4ct«ritt.ic composition at which th« 
isothAxnal t«inp«xatur« T bscomttt thtt glass transit ion temps-
xature of the system. However, in a variety of molten sa l t 
01 fi^ 71 7 9 
mixtures. • * • A appears to change with composition. 
Uetailed study of the nature of composition dependence of A 
texrns i s necessary to establish a more satisfactory expression 
for explaining such dependences of transport properties. 
Such an atti^pt was made by Moynihan et air by selecting 
a nearly ideal molten mixture of calcium ni trate tetrahydrate 
and cadmium nitrate tetrahydrate for investigation. I t appears 
to be more interesting to undertake this kind of study in 
systems where the added solute forms complex species, ivith this 
view the transport properties of NiCl2-Call«)2)2.3.91HJD melts 
were studied earl ier icf.chapter II) as functions of temperature 
and composition, hiowever, a satisfactory relation for the 
composition dependence of n texms could not be established 
owing to some abnormal behaviour of v i scos i ty and conductance 
isotherms. Having this problem in mind similar studies have 
been extended to molten mixtures of calcium nitrate tetrahydrate 
and anhydrous cobalt chloride. 
Therefore, reported here »f the density, v iscos i ty , and 
conductance measurements of molten mixtures of calcium nitrate 
tetrahydrate and anhydrous cobalt chloride. Spectral study 
82 
h«s a l t o been na«de to understand the nature of complex 
spec l e t . 
ConKQerclal calcium n i t r a t e t e t rahydra te iBOH) was used 
as solvent in the molten s t a t e , ^mhydrous cobal t chlor ide 
was pr<spared from i t s hydxated s a l t in a s imi lar manner as 
described for anhydrous nickel ch lor ide . Sasiplo preparat ion 
and densi ty , v i scos i ty , conductance, and spec t ra l peasur^oients 
were made as described e a r l i e r . Cobalt ch lor ide di&*ilve8 
upto ^^6.5 mole^i in molten calcium n i t r a t e te t rahydra te . 
In the present case also the actual HJj/ca mole r a t i o 
in calcium n i t r a t e te t rahydra te was found to be 3.91 on the 
bas is of densi ty comparison. However, the dens i ty , f l u i d i t y , 
and conductance data for molten ca^ii^^}^. d'^lKJL^ were once 
agein tabulated here for the sake of comparison, u e n s l t i e s of 
molten mixture of CoCl^ and Ca(NC) J ^ * 3*^^^^^ ^®^* found to be 
a l i nea r function of temperature iTable xVIIl) whereas f l u i d i t i e s 
and equivalent conductances show nono^vrrhenius temperature 
dependence U i ^ u r e 19). Therefore, these data iTable XXX) were 
analyzed in terms of equa t ionO) . Instead of choosing the 
best f i t values of the parameters A,k, and T , they were se lected 
TABLH XVIIIS D«nsiti«t for CoGlj- Ca^it10^)^,3,9lH^ M«lttf 
UoU% of 
Co2* 
0 .0 
1.0934 
2.2144 
4.039a 
5.3970 
6.5163 
a 
1.7785 
1.7760 
1.7<i40 
1.7d82 
1.7963 
1.799a 
bxlO^ 
0.8371 
0,8224 
0 .8423 
0.7898 
0.8024 
0.8032 
Std dev 
i n / 
0 . 9 1 X 10"^ 
0 .12 X 10 '^ 
0.14 X 10"^ 
0 . 1 3 X 10"^ 
0 . 1 2 X 10"^ 
0 .12 X 10"^ 
•Xh* density •quatlon i« /(g/cia^) • a»bt(**C) 
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TABL£ XIXJ Equivaltnt ConducUnc«(c»^»qulv''^ohtt*^) *nd FluldltylP"^) 
«t a Functioa of Ttoiptratur* for CoCl^ ^CalNO^).. 3.91H20 e^ltsf 
T.^K 
298.0 
301.1 
303.0 
303.2 
303.3 
303.4 
303. d 
308.0 
313.0 
318.0 
323.0 
328.0 
333.0 
338.0 
343.0 
343.0 
0 .0 
mQl%% Co^* 
0.4058 
iO.3217) 
— 
0.5352 
(0.4771) 
— 
— 
— 
— 
0.6451 
10,6654) 
0. dl09 
(0.904d) 
0.9886 
11.1963) 
1.2675 
11.5705) 
1.4702 
(2.0285) 
1.7787 
(2.5719) 
2.3777 
(3.8543) 
1.0984 
mU% Co^* 
(0.2772) 
0.2988 
0.3091 
(0.4141) 
— 
— 
,— 
— 
0.4426 
(0.5673) 
0 .5823 
(0.8052) 
0.6670 
(1.0724) 
0.8211 (1.4256) 
0.9982 
(1 .7798) 
1.2057 
(2.3116) 
1.3467 
1.6017 
(3.5452) 
1.8216 
A , flT 
2.2144 4.0398 
inol*% Co^^fBol*^ Co^* 
(0.2449) 
— 
(0.3682) 
— 
0.2702 
— 
— 
0.3542 
(0,5198) 
0.4734 
(0.7270) 
0.6610 
(0.9810) 
0.7135 
(1.3038) 
0 .8453 
(1.6591) 
1.0356 
(2.1067) 
1.2213 
1.3774 
(3.2477) 
1.6188 
(0.1952) 
— 
(0 .2948) 
— 
— 
0,2523 
— 
0.3501 
(0.4293) 
0.4344 
(0.6029) 
0.5714 
(0.8256) 
0,6788 
(1.1174) 
0.8200 
(1^4372) 
0.9690 
(1.8462) 
1.1251 
1.3305 
(2.8643) 
1.5447 
5.3970 
mol«^ Co^* 
(0.T704) 
— 
(0.2402) 
0.2140 
— 
— 
-i, 
0.2905 
(0 .3582) 
0.3925 
(0 .5108) 
0.5026 
(0.7060) 
0.6046 
(0,9666) 
0.7330 
(1 .2532) 
0.8594 
(1.6179) 
1.0376 
1.1885 
(2.5636) 
1.3898 
6.5165 
rool«% Co*^ * 
(0.~i577) 
— 
(0.2242) 
— 
— 
.—. 
0.1984 
0.2710 
(0.3367) 
0.3735 
(0.4862) 
0.4729 
(0 .6694) 
0.5559 
(0.9096) 
0.6541 
(1.2102) 
0.7799 
(1.5777) 
0.9446 
1.1652 (2.4996) 
1.3396 
^Fluidity data ara within paranthattt. 
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to glv« constant k valutt (Tabl« XX). Th* slgnlficanc* of 
thl8 kind of data analysia has alraady baen discussad also* 
wht»#?^»^* Linaar plots (Flgura 20} of log Ylif.A)!^/^ vs. 
i/(T-T^) suppojrt tha faasibillty of aquatlon(3) In explaining 
tha tampaxatura dep9nti9nc» of transport proparties. 
In many systamt, e .g . , Ca(N03)2-KII03 , Qai{m^)2*i^ »^ 
TlN03«CaCN03)2*, and NiCl2-Ca(N03)2.3.9ili^ tha composition 
dap«ndanc« of transport propartias i s found to ba datarminad 
pradominantly by that of T • This somatiines loads one to 
assuma tha pro*axpon®ntial factor as composition independent. 
For exaiapla^ ffiaxima at intexmediata compositions in diffusion 
coefficients of tijODg-Na-CO* systaift and in specific 
conductance isothe:[^8 of HaNO^ K^ND^ 'NatO^  eutectic * HJ) 
systeis"^ (at'-BO mola^ of water) are purely assignable to such 
• depandenca. 
As cited in earlier chapters, the parameter Ay shows 
an m -^^ dependence on the effective masses of the component 
particles of the melt and a slight increase in Ay with compo-
sition may be expected owing to the decrease in mean molecular 
weight of the system by the addition of Co?"^  However, such an 
expectation fa i l s in the case of the present system where both 
^ and A^ appear to decrease with increase in composition of 
Co^ ^ as was the case in NiCl2*Ca(N03)2*3.9iH20 and 
Ca(N03)2.4.09H20-Cd(N03)2.4.07HjP^'^ melta also. 
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Absorption spoctruoi (Figur* 21) has revttaled that 
addtd Co*^ * ions get compI«x«<i with the water molecules of 
77 the tolv«mt cation to form octahedral speciee. This suggests 
a difference in the Kp - Ca^*, and H^ O - Co'^ * interactions. 
Such a behaviour has also been observed in the case of Cd^ 
or Ni dissolved in calcium nitrate tetrahydrate melt. 
H1thought there i s no octahedral complex formation in the 
case of Gd the above view has been emphasized thxt)U9h the 
paK>ton magnetic resonance spectra. Therefore, I t appears 
that in glass-fortning aqueous melts the m ^^ dependence rule 
of Aygenerally ledds to the reverse of the observed effect . 
This lends further support to the presumption made by 
21 f«ioynihan et al . that the composition dependence of H^terms 
may also depend on the difference in the l a b i l i t y of water 
in the respective hydrated cations of the melt, ndoition of 
Co^^ ions dehydrate an equivalent amount of CaihJD} '^*' ions 
and a proportionate difference in the strength of interactions 
between the water and the respective cations may be expected. 
Such an expectation may account for the observed linear 
dependence of A^terms with composition (Figure 22). On the 
21 
otherhand» Moynihan et al. noticed a linear dependence of 
In/^ and InA^ instead of /w and A^ on composition in 
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systems) 
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CikiUO^)2**»09H£ • Cd(N03)2«4.07H20 ratlti. In th t c a s t of 
molten NiCl2 * CaCNO )^^ * S^ I^H^O systeia no such l i n e a r trend 
hat been found which may be a t tr ibuted to the abnozmal 
increases in conductance and f l u i d i t y at Intermediate concen-
t r a t i o n s . However, the value of Aj^ texm for pure CalNO^)^* 
3.91HJ3 appears to be about 2^% higher than the expected 
value from the l i n e a r p lo t of A ^ vs . N for the present 
system which i s not c l e a r a t the moment. 
Therefore, the composition dependence of Ayterms can be 
expressed as 
Ay « ^ Y - Qj^ yN 111) 
where i^y ^' ^ ^* value of the pre*exponential terms for the 
pure solvent and-Q.y gives the slopes of Ay vs. N plots, 
uifferent slopes for the linear plots of A/ ^ 'ict A. vs. mole^ 
of Co'^ ^ suggest that the factors which determine the 
composition dependence of the pre*exponential terms for 
fluidity and conductance are not the same. This is contrary 
to the reported behaviour in the ease of Ca(N0j..4.09HJD * 
Cd(N0^}2*4.O7H2O melts where plots of ln>^ and InAy^  vs. mole 
fraction of Cd^ '*' are linear as well as parallel. It may be 
due to reasonably ideal nature of the system. Larger value 
for the slope of the linear plot of Av vs. N implies that /w 
93 
dec7t«8«8 mort rapidly than A^ ^ with Increase In composition. 
I f the change in Ayterms with composition i s attrilnitable to 
the dehydration of Q»{H^)^* ions by the added Co^* ions as 
c i t ed above, then i t appears that th i s phenomenon i s l e s s 
prone to decrease in conductance than in f luidity of the 
system. Furthermore, the l inear dependence of >w and A^ on 
N^ j^ 2+ accounts for only about 20-30^1; of the total change in 
^ and A between pure CaC^PJ2*3.9iH20 and i t s mixture with 
6.d N Cogl^. 
Therefore, i t appears safe to presume that the compo-
s i t ion d^endence of transport properties in di lute aqueous 
melts forming complex species are largely detexmined by that 
of Tg, For molten sa l t s the molecular complexity may have 
only a secondary influence on T .^ although, there i s a 
formation of octahedral complex in CoClj* CatM>3)2»3.9lH20 
melt the increase in T over the composition range available 
for the study i s only '^6^ which mnphasizes the above view. 
For liquids in which the cohesive energy arises from London 
and dipole-dipole forces T^ generally f a l l s around iOO^K. The 
strong coulomb forces in molten sa l t s and highly concentrated 
aqueous solutions generally give r i se to T^s in the range 
200-;MO ^K. In the cases of network l iquids such as s i l i c a 
g lasses , 8^3* s tc . very strong coulomb and covalent bonding 
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forcfls nay bt ttxp«ct«d and T^ • range between 400 and 700^K. 
Therefore* it 1» app«irent that the most important factor in 
determining the magnitude of TQ is the overall cohesive 
energy of the liquid. 
The effect of cohesive energy changes on TQ is shovm in 
Figure 22 for molten CoCl^ •*- (;ai^ X) J2.3.9IHJD and NiCl2 -*' 
CatN02^ 2*^ *^ *^^ 2*^  systems. Values of T^ for the latter were 
taken from the earlier chapter for comparison. Both Co^* 
and Ni^^ ions appear in hydrated forms In calcium nitrate 
tetrahydrate melt and the charge^ radius ratios of hydrated 
Co^* (0.573) and Ni^* 10.578) ions are higher than that of 
hydrated Ca^* ions (0.533). Hence one finds an Increase in 
the coulomb energy of the above blnairy molten salt systems 
with Increase in [Co^*] and [wi^*] . This may account for 
the linearity of the plot of T^ ^ vs,N, {<>oreover, at a given 
composition the net cohesive energy of Co system appears to 
be lower than that of Ni*^ * system and affords to the slightly 
lower values for T^ (by^A^^K) of the former. Furthermore, 
for the CalN0jj)2-KN0^ and TlN02-Cd(N03)2 systems although 
the relative cation charge: radius ratios are quite similar a 
marked difference in T^ values at equal mole fractions has been 
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reported. This was attributed to the greater masses of the 
component particles of the TlNO» - CdlND.)^ system. Therefore, 
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an incr«at« in T with LCo ] may alto ba dua to a dacraasa 
in the avera9« raoXaoular masa. Thla i t in accoxdanca with 
the corralation pzoposad batwaan T and tha charactariatic 
Oabya ta(iq;>aratuxa of tha system through soma cooparative 
-1/5 
raaxrangamant thacaby roanifaating an ra "^* dapendenca of T^  
on the affactlva laaasas of tha component particles of the 
glassy phase. Hence, lower T^  a for molten CoCl^ ^^  Qait^^)^. 
3.9iHJD systems may also arise due to the lower mass of Co^ "^  
ion than Nif Tha lower T s obtained by /ungall and Sare 
for aqueous solutions of CoGl^  than those for NiCl^ solutions 
are consistent with our results. 
Now the composition dependence of T^  may be expressed 
in the form 
where T^IQ) IS the glass transition ten^erature for the pure 
solvent. Q^  la the slope of the T vs. N plot. Introducing 
a teraa N^  as proposed by Angel 1*^ the absolute ten^erature T 
can be written as 
Substituting equations( 11) to (13) into equation(3) i t becomea 
Y(fir,7l)- (^Y« Q^yN)!"^/^ exp[ -ky/QjiN^-N)] (14) 
il6 
This dttexibtt th« IsothcanMl eonpofiltlon d«ptru;i«nc« of 
fluidity *nd conductance of iBolt«n CoClg* C»(N02)2»3*^A"2'^  
systems. 
The fluidity and conductancs data wexa than coo^utax 
flttad thxough a least-squaxas pxocedura to aquation!14) at 
tafflpaxatuxts 29d, 303* 3Dd» and 313^ K and a xaasonably good 
f i t has been obtained* Howevax, in the case of conductance 
the standaxd deviations axe compaxatively laxgex and may be 
attxibuted to the deviation in A^ value fox puxe solvent 
fxon the llneax plot. The best f i t paxaaetexs axe pxesented 
in Table XXi. f^ toxeovex, the con^utex fitted values of the 
paxametexs ^ y , Qj^ y* ^o* "^'^  ^o ^^^^ found to be in considex-
ably good agxeesRent with theix values obtained fxom the 
coxxespondlng plots. This helps In assessing the validity of 
such con|>utex analysis fox the composition dependence of 
txanspoxt pxopexties. Fuxthexmoxe, the llneax plots (Figuxe 23) 
of log[lAQY-Q^YN)AT^^ ] vs. 1/N^-N which pass thxough the 
oxlgln xelnfoxce the applicability of equation!14) in explaining 
such behaviouxs. Hence i t nay be concluded that by making 
appxopxiate substitutions fox the composition dependences of 
A and T^  paxanetexs in equation!3) the composition dependence 
of the txanspoxt pxopexties of binaxy nolten salt systens may 
satlsfactoxlly be explained. At 313^ K the N value appeaxs to be 
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'^ 100 rnol*^ which Itadt on« to anticipate the gla»» trantitlon 
temperature for pure solute at approximately equal to 3i3^K. 
mlden*M rule which hat been found to be applicable in 
dilute solutions predicts that the product of the equivalent 
conductance of an ion and the viscosity will be a constant 
v^ich i s proportional to the reciprocal of the ionic radius. 
This rule fa i l s badly in the cases of inolten salts and the 
vvalden's product changes both with temperature and composition 
of the melt. 
The composition dependence of ivalden's product i s rather 
difficult to understand. The graph of the A^ product vs. N 
(Figure 24) reveals a striking absence of Inverse relationship 
between equivalent conductance and viscosity. It may be worthy 
to note that the nature of the plot i s similar to that in the 
case of molten (C^H )^^ NI ••• C0CI2 systesi where the field 
around Co^ *^  ion i s tetrahedral. This implies that the field 
around Co'*'*' ion has no effect on the nature of7\'*lvs. composition 
plots. However, very large differences in the range of 
composition available for study In the two cases restrict such 
comparisons of A\ Isotherms and the above generalization appears 
to be questionable. 
From equations of the type (14) for the composition 
dependences of A andvy one can write the expression for that 
0-0 2-0 -^0 5 0 
Mole/^ Co * 
Figure 2^-Walden product isotherms for 
molten C0CI2-Ca(N03)2'3-91H20 systems. 
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of A\ •» 
It nay b« visualized that tha shapa of thaA^ iaothazma i s 
mainly dataziainad by th« conposition dependenca of px*" 
exponantial factors* This may be mora claar if wa assume,for 
instanca* tba pra-axponential A taxms as composition independent. 
Then aquation(i&) will become 
and ona may expact a monotonous increase in theA^product 
with composition. Therefore, the minima and maxima obtainad 
in the isotherms can be viawed as the resultant of composition 
dependenca of Ay terms. However, the fact that A^ decraasea 
less rapidly than /f^ with incraasa in composition indicatea 
an incraasa in the value of tha pre-exponential factor of 
aquationCld) with compasitien. Thia arguas contrary to our 
presumption that compaaitien depandanee of pra-axponential 
factors accounts for the unusual behaviour of A^ isotherms. 
Tha overall changes inAandv^ara not in proportion and may, 
therefore, ba attributable to tha observed nature of A ^ 
isotherms. 
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Th« tc»ptx«tu£« dtptndtnct of A"^ product wa» found 
to b« ftxpl«lntd by th« •xpr«»slon(d). Tht iMSt-squartt 
fitted valu«t of tht p«raoi«t«r« fox •c(u«tion(a) for CoCl^* 
Ca(N0J».3.9lH2O melts are given in Tabit XXII. 
Although* equation(8) descxibts the temperature 
dependence of A ^ product of glass-forming melts reasonably 
well the temperature range for its applicability has not been 
wnphasized* Deviation from this expression may be expected 
both at very high as well as low temperature, H S B^^ is a 
positive quantity, theA^ pjroduct appears to attain an 
infinite value as T approaches T due to a marked increase in 
the valua of the exponential part. On the other hand* almost 
zero mobility at the glass transition region attributes a 
considerably low value for theA^ product and a maximum in the 
A ^ vs. T plot seems to appear somewhere above T . Tha value 
of theA"^ product may be determined predominantly by the 
viscosity and conductance at temperatures higher and lowar 
than that corresponding to A^ gj^ j^t respectively. Furthermore, 
at very high temperatures A may increase sharply tending the 
product to increase with temperature. This may cause a high 
temperature minimum in the A ^ vs. T plot. However* limited range 
of temperature available for the study restricts examination 
of such maxima and minima in these pl^ts. Therefore* the 
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tenp«xatur« rangt for •qu«tion(8) apptars to b« very much 
limited both ^ t hightr and lowar ends unlika those of 
individual expraasiont for A and Y^ . 
"TO 
Frankal suggested an equation of the foim 
7^^ * constant, c in) 
to explain the teB^er<iture dependence of the product of 
equivalent conductance and viscosity and appears to be more 
sound* Hecently this equation has been applied satisfactorily 
to molten '^ •'^ 2^ "^^  iM&X2» Here n represents the ratio of 
activation energies for viscosity and conductance, isv^/£^ 
which i s also apparent from Table XXIII. Linear plots of log)^ 
vs. logA for the present system (Figure 25} as well as for 
Ca(N03)2.3.99tyD-KCNS and NiCl2-Ca(N03)2.3.9lH2O melts 
(Figures 26 and 27) justify the applicability of equation(17). 
Therefore, i t appears that the failure of walden's rule in 
molten salts i s due to the higher activation energies for 
viscous flow than ionic. In other words, increases i n A *nd ^ 
with t«ttperature are not in proportionate* 
Therefore, i t may be concluded that the different 
composition dependences of A^ and /W, failure of l\/alden's rule 
in molten salts and of hybrid equation(15) based on the free 
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volum* model to explain the composition di^endence of A ^ 
product, and a limited tenperatuxe range for the applicabi-
lity of equation(d) appear to suggest the involvement of 
different relaxing species in the two processes of conductance 
and viscous flows. Dielectric relaxation measurements *" in 
CaiN0J2*KN02 melts showed that the relaxing species contri-
buting to conductivity were the K* and Ca^* ions, while the 
NO" ions were the relaxing species for viscous flow and 
reinforce the above view. Also the earlier considerations 
that more mobile ion contributes much to the conductivity 
resulting a lower activation energy for ionic flow, while 
during viscous flom ions move in pairs and the less mobile 
ion determines the ease of such flow further support the 
80 presumption made above. However, recent measurements on 
transport properties of ZrKIl2 *>^<i ZnBr2 melts revealed that the 
species taking part in conductance and viscous flows are of 
the same structure and size, [t^nCl^J^^P* ]^^* »[^^"^^2^x^^q 1 
[[ijnBx^) ir!^* ]^** , and UznBr2)yBr^ ]•". The cooperative 
15 
rearrangement model proposed by Aden and Gibbs'^  also envisages 
identical species as responsible for the two kinds of flow. 
It appears that if the relaxing species in the two processes 
are the same then the conductance and fluidity may vary 
identically with tesiperature owing to the fact that the presence 
- TQ" 
11 
of electxlcal chaxgtt on th* diffusing sptci«t has no tffsct 
on th«ix transport behaviours.^ Instead, on« finds that tha 
activation enargias for tha t«f0 processes axe different and 
they vary differently with t^u^er^ture* Combining the above 
two views it may be stated that the relaxing species in ionic 
4nd viscous flows are same but the availability of such 
species for relaxation may be different In the tw> cases 
because of the differwice in the ranges of interaction. This 
leads to different number of species available for relaxation 
in the conductance and viscous flows and therefore accounts 
for different activation energies* The iinvironmental Helaxation 
^del iJdHM) suggested by Simmons and Macedo emphasizes our 
view. 
til 
cnf^Tjt^, ly 
application of thtt bnvixonmtntal Hel«xation Model 
to th« TrAnsport Behaviour of Glass-Forming Melts. 
tl^. 
Introduction 
Vltcotity m*a»ur«R«ntt of glass-fozmlng nolttn oxides 
iB^y&SQ glass, and NBS-71X standard glass) , a moltsn salt 
mixturs®^ [0.4 CatNOgjg* O.6KNO3I , and of organic llquids^^ 
(n«pzopanol« trl*«(-naphtyl b«nzsn«» n>butylb«nz«n«, Isopxopyl-
bsnzena, dl*n-butyl phtalata) hava showed thrsa distinct 
xsgions in thaix viscosity as wall as activation energy curves. 
At high temperatures they exhibited an nrrhenius viscosity and 
teraperature independent activation energy. This was followed 
by a non*Hrrhenius behaviour at intezmediate temperatures• At 
low temperatures near the glass transition temperature, Tg 
there was a return to Arrhenius behaviour. The low temperature 
nrrhenius behaviour therefore seems to be a general liquid 
feature?^ 
Phenomenological equations based on the concepts of free 
volume and configuxational entropy adequately described the 
transport behaviours of fused salts and glats-forming molten 
salt mixtures in the non-Arrhenius region. However, they al l 
failed when fitted over the entire temperature range^ from very 
high temperature upto Tg* 
Ultrasonic spectroscopic meaaurements on oxide glasses 
and on 0.4 CaiNO )^^ ^ O.6KNO3 n e l t ^ showed that the distribution 
of relaxation times, g (InT) was log-Qaussian in time, and the 
1 l 3 
distribution of activation en^rgias, g(£) was Gaussian. g(E) 
and g(lnT) wara narrow in tha high-t«nparatura Arrhanian 
ragion* AS tha twnparature was lowarad tha distributions 
bzoadanad markadly, n^ila tha avaraga activation enargy, H 
rasiainad tetoparature independant* and tha most probabla 
relaxation tina, T' refliainad Arrhanian* This lad to tha 
conclusion that tha non'-nrrhenius viscosity behaviour was 
dua to tha broadening in g(ii) and g(lnT ) which resulted in 
tha appearance of higher as well as lower activation energies. 
Both free volume and configurational entropy theories 
generally relate the onset of a non~/^rrhenius behaviour to a 
loss in certain diffusing degrees of freedom or some increase 
in cooperative behaviour as the temperature i s lowered thereby 
causing an increase in the average activation energy. These 
theories can hardly account for tha presence of smaller 
activation energies also. 
A model was developed by Simmons and Macedo by corre-
lating the distributions of relaxation times and activation 
energies to the supercritical fluctuation theory of Omstein 
and Zemike and «»s tezmed as Environmental Helaxation Model 
(ERM). The model was applied by Tweer et al?^ to explain 
satisfactorily the transport behaviours of 0.4Ca(N0j2+O,6KN03 
molten salt mixture, oxide glasses and of organic liquids 
114 
ov«r the whol* t«»p*ratuz« r«ng«. How«vtr, th« applicability 
of this modttl h«*s been arrestad owing to limitad availability 
of data of molten salts over the entire temperature range* 
Therefore, the purpose here i s to show that the above model 
may provide an improved basis for the interpretation of 
transport behaviour of glass-foiling molten salt mixtures even 
if the temperature range i s limited. 
^aly^^^j^f ^hf patf 
The following expressions 
Inr^ « lnlG^)y^t Ey^ /RT • -I <AE^yUT)2 (18) 
and InTV » -ln(G^)^ •ij,/HT-•!<, Aij2>ART)^ 119) 
based on the nm have been used for the analysis of the data. 
G i s the shear modulus of tha melt, n i s an «npirical 
parameter and A i s the gas constant. <^ Ai;^ )> i s the variance 
of the Gaussian distribution of activation energies around the 
average energy, £ and i s given by 
<Ai;2> - C^aT[l/ l i • 6^)] ^ ^ (20) 
Co is an empirical parameter and i* XQ/Z(1) » where r^ is the 
range of structural interaction for relaxation process and x(T) 
l i o 
is the size of the microstructure at any temperature, T. 
Temperature dependence of z(T) was given by the expression 
zlT) = 1 / ( T A Q - 1 ) 2 (2i) 
where 1 is a constant. Therefore, £ may be written as 
6« e,tT/T^-l)2 (22) 
in which e denotes the rat io of r to 1. Now, substituting 
equations(20) and (22) in equations (18) and (19), i t may be 
obtained 
l n ^ « ln(G^A)^t [ i ^ + (i)C^^[l/(l+ el) ] ^^'^\ /RT 
/RT 
(23) or inr^ = In(G^A)^* { i ^ ^^^^^o^A ^K - ^o^ ^T-T,)^)]^/^} 
and l n A - . l n ( G ^ ) , . [ i ^^^^<^^;^V'<' ^o^ ^T-T^)^)] ^ /a ) M 
(24) 
Neglecting the temperature dependences of G—amd E , 
equation (23) can be differentiated with respect to inverse of 
temperature to yield the apparent activation energy for viscous 
flow as 
IK. 
Slmilax expression can b« obtained for the apparent activation 
energy for conductance, h^ . 
Molten NlClg- CatN0j2»3.9lH2O system was chosen for 
the detailed study of the applicability of iil^. The viscosity 
and conductance data presented In chapter II were analyzed by 
leaSt*squares fitting to equatlons(23) and (24), respectively* 
The computed values of the best f i t parameters are l isted In 
Table XXIV. Linear plots (Figure 2d) of T loq(r[/Q^) and 
T log(i/AG^O vs. [ i / ( l * en ] emphasize the feasibil ity 
of liHM In explaining the temperature dependence of transport 
properties in molten salts . Apparent activation energies were 
computedi using equation(25} and were found to be within 10-15,^ 
of those obtained from the free volune model (FVM) which i s 
quite good as compared to those found earlier (Figures 29 and 
30). 
The contribution of rigidity to the viscous flow ought 
to be taken into consideration in liquids in the supercooled 
region where they resemble solids in their properties. Such a 
relation between viscosity and rigidity of liquids was f irs t 
fid proposed by Maxwell. This shows the feasibi l i ty of S.m as i t 
provides a tool for estimating the rigidity of liquids and 
glasses. The average Maxwell's relaxation time, f i s given by 
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Figure 28- Plots of Tlog (n/OooA) and Tlogd/AGooA) vs. [ l / {U6 )] 
for molten NiCl2-CafN03)2'3-91H20 systems. 
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Figure 29- Plots of E^ ^ obtained from FVM and ERM 
vs. temperature for molten NiCl2-Ca(N03)2*3-91H20 
systems. 
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Figure 30- Plots of E^  obtained from FVM and ERM 
vs. temperature for molten NiCl2-Ca(N03)2*3-91H20 
systems-
1 2 1 
T - "l/Oi iih«r« G i* th* ahvar niodulus. Ih« shear xolaxation 
tlm«, T ««§ not found to b« much different fxom th« mean l i f t 
tifflc, f of a mol«cul« ox flowing entity In the same equilibrium 
positlon^^ The temperature dependence of mean l i f e time was 
expressed in the foxn of tyring*s rate equation as 
r» r exp LE/RT] (14) 
where TQ i s the vibration period of the flowing entity, is i s 
the activation energy, rt i s the gas constant and T i s the 
absolute temperature. Therefore, the terra ti^ can be written 
as Ca^ Tjj* Assigning a value*^^ of '-lO'^^sec to T^ the values 
of the shear modulus, G for these supercooled liquids have 
been found to be of the order of lO^dynes/cra^ yAxich i s in 
close agreement with those reported for liquids* 
Conductanct < A* cited in chapter III for molten salts Frenkel 
suggested a relationship between equivalent conductance and 
viscosity as 
y\J*r^  • constant, c 
or InA - - i a l . • l!l£ (26) 
n n 
The applicability of this expression has been emphasized by 
the linear plots of logi^ vs. logA for various molten salt 
systems Uf. chapter III)* 
79 
\'iZ 
Th«refor«* on th« basis of cRM •qulval«nt conductancs 
may ba axprtssed as 
Comparing this with equation!24), it may be noted that 
inu^)^ - ifi^ailt--^ 
and Hj^ " 6,1/n 
or o " S^/t^ 429) 
Mor«v.», C^^I* /(TJ • £2^ (T-I„)*) ] ^ * . S ^ T J A T ^ • €^^ 
« W* ^LlT-^o'* ]=^V[TJ * .2^ tl-V* ] 3/2 - „C„, /C,^ (30) 
At low tanperatures where TwT^, 
Whereas, at high temperatures, equationOO) may be simplified as 
«^A /««? " «^n/ A^ ) KJ. K^ > '32> 
na 
However, fzon Tabl* XXIV i t Is appartnt that th«r« i t i clos* 
rctmblanct batwtan e^^ /£^^ and Er^/i^ unlikt thoaa prtdictad 
by equation (32). Tharafore, It saems that at high taraparaturas 
equation(30} siroplifiaa to 
O^A / ^o\ ^ K^'^J^ ^^^^ 
Kow it may ba xecallad that transportation in moltan 
15 
salts takas place through soma cooperative rearrangement, nlmost 
identical activation energies for conductance in several tool ten 
nitrates and the recent Monte Carlo computational analysis 
of hice*/U.lnatt theory • enphasize such a cooperative nature 
of nigration Instead of considering the transport properties as 
due to contributions from individual ions* Howevert such a 
cooperative rearrangement model postulates that a (Riniinun size 
has to be attained by the flowing entity before the occurrence 
of nigration and the rearrang«aent of group of ions is opposed 
by an energy barrier. 
Such cooperative nature of migration appears to suggest 
that the flowing entitles taking part in viscous and conductance 
flows are of siwilar size and structure. Moreover, success of 
similar expressions to explain the temperature and composition 
dependences of fluidities and conductances of molten salts appears 
to imply that the flowing entitles and the nature of migration 
are similar in the two cases while the difference lias in their 
1^4 
driving forctt (sharing and tloctrical stresses for viscous 
and conductance flows, respectively), which In turn accounts 
for the difference in the two activation energies. The fact 
that these activation energies vary with twnperature while 
their ratio remains independent of tmnperature seems to 
reinforce the above view. Recent model suggested by Susie 
and Mentus for the transport behaviours of ^^ nCl^  ^ nd ^ nBr^ 
selts postulates identical migrating species for viscous and 
conductance flows and the presence of such predicted species 
90 have bB9n evidenced by Haman studies. This may lend further 
support to our presumption that the species taking part in the 
two transport processes are same (cf. concluding paragraph of 
chapter III). 
Consequently, it may be visualized that the size of 
the microstructure remains identical in both the processes so 
that equation (33) becomes 
'oA^'o^^V^^ ^34) 
Furthermore, occurrence of microstructure is independent 
of the method of measurement and therefore Identical values 
for T^ and T^ ^  may be expected which have actually been 
found. 
From equation (34) it seems that the range of interaction 
for conductance is always larger than that for viscous flow. 
\ih 
Howev«r» this argu«s contrary to the view suggested by 
Tweer et alP that r^ J /r^^ - ij^  /i^ . They presumed that 
since the two processes were different and involve different 
relaxing species their ranges of structural interaction are 
also different. However, for visualizing different r^ 's for 
the two processes the essential condition may not be that 
the relaxing species must be different, tventhough, the 
species are same in the two processes one may expect 
different ranges of structural interaction owing to the 
fact that these species encounter different stresses during 
viscous and conductance flows* Moreover, it appears that 
87 Tweer et al. were being prejudiced by assuming a direct 
proportionality between the activation energies and the 
volumes characteristic of their range of structural interaction 
i.e.. I^^TJ^ and Ij^-CsJ^ . 
Farom equation (34) it nay be stated conversely that 
the lower activation energy for conductance flow may be due 
to the fact that the range of interaction is larger for this 
process. If V|. is the volume of the micro structure at any 
temperature T, then the ratio of the number of microstructures 
available for relaxation for the same flowing entity during 
conductance and viscous flows will be ^^^^) T\TOJ, /vj ^ x^V^J 
and this is approximately equal to the ratio § / | • l^ his 
U6 
suggtsts that owing to larger rang* of intaraction in 
conductanca flow tha configurations availabla for relaxation 
or cooparativa raarrangement may ba store thereby causing an 
increase in tha probability of relaxation during such a flow* 
Consequently, the height of the energy barrier opposing the 
relaxation process may be decreased. Vifhereas, In the case of 
viscous flow the probability of relaxation i s comparatively 
less due to less number of configurations available and this 
may result in higher activation energy for this process. 
Furthexnu>re, a simultaneous representation of the 
temperature dependence of equivalent conductance and viscosity 
may also be viewed through the expression 
InAn- ln(G^V^ • {\^* S a a - [ iJ / lTj* € L , " - V ' » ) ] ' ^ = ' y « (36) 
which i s essentially similar to equatlon(23) and (24) based on 
the bRM. The least-squares fitted values of the parameters 
are presented in Table XXV. From Ey^n the apparent activation 
energy, E^ ^^  may be obtained using equation (25) which gives 
the difference between E^ ^ and £•» as in the FVM. The values 
of T^  obtained from ecpiatlon (35) are in good agreement with 
those for T^  and T^  computed Independently from the 
individual ffleasurements. Moreover, these T^  ^„, T^  , and T^  ^  
• 0»A>|' 0 , A O,^ 
values are found to be sifflllar to those obtained by the FVM. 
Finally, in order to exanine further the applicability 
of the tiHM in explaining the transport behaviours of molten 
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salt systtms tb« av«llabl« data for a variety of aystarat 
hava ba«n analyzed In tha light of this modal and tha 
computed parameters are displayed in Table XXVZ. 
It is apparent from Tables XXIV and XXVI that variation 
in the values of the empirical parameters with composition 
is comparatively small except in T . Therefore, it is worthy 
to note that by accounting for the composition dependence 
of T the expressions based on the t:KM may also be used to 
explain the composition dependences of the transport 
properties. 
It may be concluded that the systems studied include 
pure melts, binary molten salt system forming an ideal solution 
with respect to volume of mixing in «^ich no complexes are 
fomed, and also systems in which octahedral and tetrahedral 
complexes are formed* The transport properties of all these 
systems appear to be explainable by the cHM, The glass 
transition temperatures and the activation energies for the 
two processes of viscosity and conductance obtained from free 
volume and environmental relaxation models are closely 
comparable with each other. This suggests the feasibility 
of understanding the transport behaviours of glass**forming 
of 
melts in terms/a less common EKM. Furthermore, an alternative 
explanation usually attributed to the difference between H^ 
and £Y| values refers to relatively higher mobility of one of 
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th« ions than thost of oth«rs in th« system . Hovitwr, 
such an «xplanation appears to b« less feasible, and am 
seems to provide a more sound explanation through the 
ranges of structural interaction for relaxation processes. 
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A. Calculation of Vlscoaltv t Th# frictlonal force, f resisting 
the relative laotlon of two layers is proportional to the area 
of Interface between tbem, S and also to the velocity gradient, 
4^ between the two layers, i.e. 
ax 
f o<. S. dv 
dr 
or f « Y^ S ^  dv ^  
dr 
v«here ^ i s the proportional constant and i s known as the 
coefficient of viscosity. Hence 
l s V dv I 
t/S or force/unit area i s called as shear stress and -gj i s 
the rate of shear. From the above expression i t i s clear that 
the unit of viscosity is g/cra/sec and i s denoted by 'poise*. 
When flow of a hotsogeneous liquid through a capillary 
tube i s considered, the viscosity of the liquid according to 
the poiseuill*s equation i s given as 
V - 2 ^ ~- im 
where t i s the time of fl«w of the liquid of volune V through 
a capillary of length L and radius r and I? i s the pressure under 
04 
the Influftnc* of which th« liquid movts. K«r« P i t th« 
hydrostatic prvtsur* and i t givtn by h / g whaza h i t tha 
haight of tha liquid column in tha viscomatar, / Is tha 
density, and 9 Is tha accalaration duo to gravity* Hanca 
\» ^ i^.3 ^^^ " /'Bt 8LV 
in which B • ^WS—» «nd it known as tha viscomatar constant. 
BoT liquids 1 and 2, 
or ii -llWs'la 
Tharafora using tha abova axprasslon tha viscosity of tha 
tast liquid, X can ba maasurad with raapact to tha rafaranca 
liquid, 2. 
B. £tigMitt49n 9f <?<^gyn^t4 Ag^ r^Vf t4,<?n SntggYt ficorr* ^^ * 
Arrhaniut aquation for fluidity can ba writtan as 
flT - A axp [•J^/HT] 
or In fi^ • InA - E^/BJ 
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On difftrtntlatlon with r«tp«ct to Inverse ttnptx«tur«, 
^^^ - - EVR 11) 
d(i/T) ^ 
The free volume model equation for fluidity i» given ae 
or Irtlf « ln /^l l /2) lnT - k^A'^-T^) 
Comparing equations (1) and ( i i ) 
^ • - [X/2T - lt/(T-T^)^]RT2 
or ^ - - RT/2 • Rk0[T/(T-T^) ] 
Therefore, %^^^^^ - ^ • Kr/2 - R>C^[T/(T.T^) ] 
Sinilar expretsion can alto be obtained for &^^^^ , 
U6 
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